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1.0 (U) INTRODUCTION (U)

-1.1 (U) SOFTWARE FEATURES (U)

SThe major software blocks for the TAP-I system are dep-----d
,- %u beamforming, calibration, and editing. At the highest

level, all analyses are initiated through an executive routine which
receives direction through an interactive question-and-answer inter-
change with t0e operator. All analyses return to this executive after
completion to request further operator direction.

1.1.1 (U) Beamforming. (U) The primary function of the system is

beamforming and spectral analysis. The various computational tech-

.1 j niques utilized by TAP-II result in an extremely versatile capability.
A selection between three different time domain windows allows the
operator to make on-line tradeoffs between spectral line bandwidths
and rolloff characteristics. Three different stored element shading
coefficient tables allow the effects of different array tapers to be
investigated and also allow any combination of array elements to be
zeroed out, effectively forming arrays with a reduced number of ele-
"ments. Automatically generated calibration tables are used during the

Yanalysis to eliminate channel amplitude and phase tracking errors.
Both simple an-& exponential data averaging are provided.

1.1.2 (U) Calibration. (U) For the automatic calibration routine, a
comon signaiiis injected simultaneously into all array channels and
Fourier techniques are used to compute normalized channel-to-channel
gain and phase response variances.

1.1.3 (U) On-line Editing. (U) The editing feature allows seldom
varied constants to be changed on-line by the operator if desired.
Values changed in this manner include the date, three different
64-element shading coefficient tables, all plot format variables,
element-element spacing for three different arrays, the speed of
sound, and three prestored sample rates to be umv 4 for three different
arrays.
1.2 (U) COMI1NICATION INTERCHANGE. (U) As in TAP-I, a significant

s system feature ia the method used for counication with the operator.

r All analyses are directed by an executive routine through a conversa-
- tional question and answer interchange. As all questions are asked,

the previously input answer is displayed in parentheses, and the oper-
star can aelect this answer with a simple carriage return. A rubout
character instructs the computer to ignore the newly input answer (in
case of input error), and to re-ask the question.

-w'•here logical, entire groupN of questions can bh skipped if no answers
are to be changed. Answers to questions are imediately error-checked,
and the question re-asked if an error is discovered.

UNCLASSIFIED
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1.3 (U) SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION. (U) The TAP-II system is implemented
on a Hewlett Packard 21MX computer, using the HP BCS operating system.
The system is disc based, with the separate analysis programs residingB on disc. The programs are loaded (as entire coreloads) as required.
The system software falls into the following categories:

Ij 1) FORTRAN Analysis Routines. All analysis routines and the
executive are written in FORTRAN. Communication with the disc, input
data source, and an external array processor is effected through

FORTRAN calls.

2) Assembly L-nguage Disc and Interface Handling Routines. These
routines, written in H1P assembly language, handle all contiol of the
disc and data input interfaces. They are FORTRAN-callable.

3) Coreload Transfer Routines. Special software was developed to

transfer program coreloads to and from 'disc. These routines, written
in HP assembly language, are FORTRAN-callable.

4) Array Processor Software. All actual computation is done in
a Floating Point Systems AP120B array processor which is controlled by
the 21MX computer. All communication with the processor is handled
through FORTRAN calls, using manufacturer-supplied routines.

1.4 (U) REPORT CONTENTS. (U) Details of all the software developed

for TAP-If follow in this report. System operating instructions are
jj also included. A description of the hardware, and the mathematical

theory of operation are in a companion volume.

Ii
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"' ~2.0 (C) OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS (U)

2.1 (U) INTRODUCTIO (U)

Operation of the TAP II System is through the CRT keyboard and the
sense switches on the 21HX front panel.

2.1.1 (U) Conventions. (U) Certain conventions apply to all keyboard
entries, as follows:

1) For numeric inputs, a permissible range is usually printed
u. thin parentheses: (0-100). Any value outaide this range will result
in a repeated request to enter the number. The same will occur if an
illegal character is entered.

2) For numeric inputs, the current value is also printed within
parentheses. This value will remain unchanged if RETURN is pressed (no
characters entered).

3) All numeric inputs are integers (i.e., nn Ef-i:tional part) un-
less a decimal point appears in the range of current value printouts.
For integers, the decimal point must be omitted; for other numbers, the
decimal point may be omitted if there is no fractional part (tenths,

* •hundredths, etc.).

4) For all numeric inputs, leading zeros, trailing zeros, and the

* sign, if positive, may be omitted.

5) All inputs are completed by pressing RETURN. The use of the
RETURN key is assumed and will not be repeated in the operating
instructions.

* 6) An error recognized before pressing RETURN may !e corrected by

pressing RUBOUIT, then making the proper entry.

7) Entering 12345 in place of most numetric inputs will result in

control being returned to th- Executive.

2.1.1i (U) Sxyte* Hardware. M A block diagrae of the TAP-If coaputer
system is given in Figure 2.1-1. T,'trn on xnd operation of the HP-21HX
computer arid the High-Dens'zy Digital Recorder are described elsewhere.
Table 2.1-1 is an operator rheck-list describing the normal switch set-

' tings for the remaining coponerintg " the system. The switches should
* be set to the recome-nded positiou. prior to attempting a heamforving

CON'FDENTI1WAL
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UNCLASSIFIEDIll TABLE 2.1-1 (U LQUIPHENT CHECK LIST

I 1. Sample and Hold Assembly (rack 12)

a) Power switch - ON

[H b) gold/not hold - HOLD position

2. Status Panel (rack 12)

a) Display - ON

b) Status toggle switches - The 12 toggle switches may be used to
Jidentify blocks of data on the IIDDR magnetic tape. Ile indicators above

the toggle switches show the status bit configuration from the data
currently appearing on the HDDR transport read lines.

c) Time display - The time display on the status panel displays the
time field from the data currently appearing on the HDD, transport read
lines.

3. Digital Controller (rack 12)

a) Run/stop switcies - set to RUN

b) Input Select - set to MUX for real time data, set to RKC for
IIDOR data.

c) Alarm switch - set to ON. Internal circuitry will activate the
alarm if a fault is detected in the serial digital data currently

0 appearing on the HDDR transport read lines.

4. A/D Converter (rack 12)

K-, •a) Power switch - ON

1" b) Last channel - set to 77

5. Counter/Timer (rack 12)

The Counter/Timer is primarily used to mo.itor the hyd-.'ophone sample
rate. When used for this purpose, vet up as ohowq below.

a) Power switch -ON

b) Storage OF

c) Clock - internal

d) FREQ/I7KEM/ULT- iOI/s/lO0

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE 2.1-1 (U) EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST 'Continued)

e) Function - Freq A

f) Input A- Multiplexer FP (red) and ground (black) on the Digital
Controller

g) A Sync - adjust as necessary

6. Clock (rack 12)

a) Power - ON

b) Set to correct Lime

7. Sample Rate Clock (racK 12)

The basic timing source for controlling sample rate may be either the
HP-3320 Frequency Synthesizer or the Sample Rate panel, depending upon
which is cablpd into the system. Set the active clock source as shown
belooj.

a) Sample Rate Panel - select the standard sample rate (53, 136, or
848) appropriate for the calculations, or

b) Frequency Synthesizer - Power ON, signal level to +26 db,
frequency dial as directed in Beamforming INPUT NEW PARAMETER prompt
(see Figure 2.4-2)

8. Power Supply (rack 12)

a) Power -ON

b) Voltages - adjust to level specified on labels

9. AC Regulator (rack 12)

a) Power - ON

1.b) Meter - nominal 1l1 VAC

10. AP-120B (rack 13)

a) Po ?-•r - ON

b) +5V indicator ON

c) +12V indicator ON

d) -5V indicator ON

UNCLASSIFIED



2.2 (U) EXECUTIVE (U)

The Executive is the starting point for all programs and functions.
After completion of any function, control is automatically returned to
the Executive. However, when the computer or other components of the
system have been turned off, it is necessary to "BOOT" the system as
follows:

1. Ensure that power is on at all applicable units (computer, I/0
JI extender, CRT terminal, line printer, Digital Controller, AP-120B). En-

* Lsure that TAP II System disc is loaded and DISC READY is illuminated.

be Z. At the computer, set the S register to 041201 and press STORE.

3.At the computer, pre&& PRESET, IBL, RUN, RUN. The system should
be loaded from the disc and the following message should be displayed:

. .TAP 1 EXECUTIUE

ENTER OPERATION TO BE PERFaRMED:
B=8EAM FORM IG
C=CALIBRAT ION

< I1 E=EDITING
-* -L=DISPLAY STORED D4TA

This message will be displayed at the completion of any of the listed
functions.

To start any of these functions, enter the indicated letter.

;*A Fi

• ,.*
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2.3 (C) CALIBRATION ANALYSIS (U)

The calibration analysis routitte is used to normalize channel-to-
channel gain and phase response variances. Execution of the array
calibration analysis is required prior to attempting beamforming. The
calibration analysis should be repeated whenever a change in the char-
acteristics of the array may have taken place.

The calibration mode is called by entering a C when in the Executive
routine. The options listed below are displayed on the CRT when the
calibration routine is entered.

1 BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION

2 NOISE ANALYSIS

3 FORCE CAL TABLE TO UNITY

The operator should select the option appropriate for the activity de-
sired. Selection of BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION results in alteration of the
calibration tables used to normalize channel amplitude and phase infor-
mation during beamforming. It also prints the abeolute and/or aormal-
ized array channel responses at four frequiencies within the array band
width. Selection of NOISE ANALYSIS allows the operator to obtain the
calibration analysis line printer tabulation without altering the in-
ternal beamfonring calibration tables. The FORCE CAL TABLE TO UNITY
option sets the normalization factors for each channel to unity which

It results in the signal from each array channel being accepted by the
beamforming analysis program without correction.

2.3.1 (C) Beamformer Calibration. (U) This mode updates calibration
tables for the array selected. Hydrophone chat~nel calibration mathe-
matically eliminates channel-to-channel variations in the analog signal
path. The recommended proc-dure for calibration is to inject a white
noise signal at the input point common to the array preamplifiers and
to run the BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION program once for each array. The
white noise should be band limited before injection at the highest fre-
quency capability of the array being calibrated or limited by the array

filters, to prevent aliasing errors. The injected signal amplitude
should be such that a 3-5 volt peak signal is applied to the A/D
converter.

To exercise the BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION from the EXECUTIVE program, type
C. See Figure 2.3-1 for a typical calibration analysis input display.
Select BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION by typing 1. The operator should respond
to the prompts displayed to select:

ARRAY TYPE

REFERENCE CHANNEL NO.

CONFIDENTIAL
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A***TP-I I CALIBRAT ION ANALYSIS A*
4 5 3 16 AM 1977

ENTEF~~ af~ TYEEAMFORMER CALIBRATION
2 = NOISE ANALV'SIS
3= FORCE CmL iASLE TO UNITY

ARRAYh TYPE- (1=LF. 2-cF 1 3=HF
( 3)

REFEr,'ENCE C"i~NEL Wit ý1-64)
32)

NUMBER OF At)ERAGIW INTERVALS: (1-128)
6£4)

TYPE OF WEIG4TING W4INDIrM: (1r:RECT, 2=HANNING, 3=RECT.>

TYPE OF OULTPf.T (CI=PARTIAL., 1=FULL);
Li ( 8)

I EFigure 2.3-1 Calibration Analysis t1uput Display
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NUMBER OF AVERAGING INTERVALS

TYPE OF WEIGHTING WINDOW

TYPE OF OUTPUT

2.3.1.1 (C) ARRAY TYPE selection allows a new calibration table to be
generated for either the low frequency, medium frequency or high fre-
quency array.

2.3.1.2 (U) The REFERENCE CHANNEL NO. selection is chosen from any
channel known to be normal. Other factins being equal, channel 32 is
recommended for the reference channel.

2.3.1.3 (U) Increasing NUMBER OF AVERAGING INTERVALS removes the influ-
ence of sample-to-sample variations. For calibration on noise, 64 aver-
ages are recommended. Ten averages may be sufficient for some wave
studies.

2.3.1.4 (U) The TYPE OF WEIGHTING WINDOW is selected according to the
characteristics desired. Normally Hanning would be selected.

2.3.1.5 (U) The TYPE OF OUTPUT may be either full or partial. The full

printout prints both the absolute and relative response of each channel
at 16 frequencies appropriate for the array chosen. The partial print

out eliminates the absolute response lines giving only the response
relative to the reference channel in amplitude (decibels) and phase
(degrees) at four frequencies.

To insure that a good calibration has been obtained, the absolute
levels printed for the reference channel should be in excess of -30 db
in every frequency cell.

The CALIBRATION ANALYSIS mode exits to the Executive Program upon
completion.

2.3.2 (C) Noise Analysis. (U) The NOISE ANALYSIS mode of the calibra-
tion routine allows the operator to determine the response of each
hydrophone channel to the present input signal without altering the
calibration table. A partial or full tabular output may be obtained on
the line printer. Examination of the printout will reveal the amplitude
and phase response of each channel at frequencies which are appropriate
for the array type selected. The NOISE ANALYSIS mode may be used by the
operator for testing purposes when a calibration table which is known
to be valid is stored in the computer and should. not be disturbed. Ex-
cept for the calibration table storage, the results of the NOISE ANALY-
SIS mode are identical to the BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION mode. This mode

exits to the Executive program upon completion.

CONFIDENTIAL
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2.3.3 (C) Force CAL Table to Unity. (U) This mode of operation elimi-
nates the effect of calibration corrections for the array selected when

I the array is used in beamforming analysis. It is used to initialize the
array calibration table if, for some reason, the BMFORKER CALIBRATION
mode cannot be exercised. This mode exits to the Executive upon

ii
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2.4 (C). EANFORMING (U)

The BEAMFORMING PROGRAM is called by entering B while in the Executive
program. Prior to starting the first beamforming operation the fol-
lowing steps must be taken:

1) The array to be used must be calibrated using the BEAMFORMER
CALIBRATION program.

2) The sound velocity, the array shading table, sample rate and

other parameters must be initialized using the EDITOR program.!

3) The sample rate timing source must be set to the proper
frequency.

4) The INPUT NEW PARAMETERS mode of the BEAMFORMING program must be
entered to establish the operation to be performed. J

Subsequent beamforming operations may bypass the above steps if no
change is desired.

Upon entering the BEAMFORMING program, the operatot has five entry
options:

ENTER

I TO INPUT NEW PARAMETERS
2 TO START IMMEDIATELY
3 TO HOLD UNTIL START TIME
4 TO DISPLAY EXISTING TABLE DATA

12345 TO RETURN TO EXEC

See Figures 2.4-1, 2.4-2 and 2.4-3 for typical prompt and operator4response for Beamforming.

2.4.1 (C) To Input New Parameters. (U) This mode is entered upon start
up or when parameter changes are required. After the parameters have
been updated, the program exits to the beamforming calculations. While
in the INPUT NEW PARAMETERS mode, the operator may return to the Execu-
tive program without modifying any parameters by typing 12345. The
parameters which may be changed are:

1) (C) Analysis Parameters (see Fig. 2.4-1)

ARRAY TYPE

TIME-FREQUENCY TRANSFORM LENGTH (normal entry is 1024)

ShADING TABLE NO. (normal shading table is Hanning)

C E

Ii CONFiDENTiAL
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*$*TAP-11 I EAMFORtlINt PPOGRAM *.*
S; 47:,5 16 APR 1977

"ENTER 1 TO INPUT NEW Pi..•tETEPS
2 TO START IMMEDIATELY
3 TO HOLD UNTIL STAPT TIME
4 TO DISPLAY EXISTING TABLE DITA

r • 12345 TO RETLRN TO EXEC
0

EtITER ARRAY TYPE (1I -LF.. 2"hF. 3;H)

C 3)

ENTER TIME-FRECLUNCY TRANSFOR-1 LENGTH (1024,2W,4096)
(1024)

A ENTER SHADING TABLE NO. • (1, 2; OR 3)
C 1)

'j..j ENTER TYPE OF TIME WEIGHTING WINDC-4 (I=RECT, 2---HAING, 3,RECT)
( 2)

ENTER TYPE IF AVERAGING. (1=1IrftLE, 2,EXPOMENTIAL)
2

ENTER EXPONENTIAL AVEP.HGING TIME IN SECONDS(I 0-50W.9

ENTER NUMBER OF PAURAGING INTERUALS" (1 - 99)

Figure 2.4.-i (U) Beamforming, Analysis Parameters
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LINE GROUP FREQUENCY RAIGES ARE: (NO. MIN F MAX F"
1 .0 •35.2 2 106.0 211.2 32120317 2 4 318.0 423.2

HC'". MANTe LINE GROUPS FOR •,•LYSIS? (0- 4)t. 2•'

THE CURET LINE GROUP NO(S.' Z a 3
C.H.ANGE DESIRED^ (1 = YES, 0 NO)
1

EMTER 2 fI(KS). SEPARATED BY SPACES: (0- 4)
NO'S MUST BE IN ASCENDING ORDER2 3

ENTER TAPE FLAG NO. I ( TO W4RITE CO. COEFF. TO TAE, O IF NOT.)

ENTER TAPE FLA.G 1O. 2:(1 TO WRiTE MI AC. TBL. TO TAPE 0 IF NOT)S( 0)

SET THE FOLLOWING SESE SWI T'AE$e
SS 0 TO OJTPUT LINE GR•UP NO Z

-P SS I TO OUTPUT LIKE GfRý)UI1 3
CE• SWITCH , TO PLOT LINE GR(A ODATA, SET TO LIST
CLEAR SWITCH 9 FOP FLUL LIST IG. SET F0V PA•RTIAL
CLEsk Sb4ITC4 10 FO-R N~t; END,~ SET TO LOOP A~OatM

cURENT SPLE RATE 848@ .Z
SET FREQ, SYNT. TO 1455168 HZ PAN HIT RETURN

7Figure 2.4-2 (U) Beamforintg, O0.tput Parameters
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ENTE' 'START FLAG (1 = HOLD UNTIL $TIAT TIME, 0 = NIO HOLD

EHTEP DESIRED START TIME 'HR, MIN., SEC)
'!F ON OTHER SIDE OF 2400 HOURS.. A•E GAEATEP THAN 24,Eee)

Si10 12 33

i i

Fugure 2.4-3 (U) Hold Outil Start Time

UNCLASSIFIED
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TIME WEIGHTING WINDOW (normal weighting window is Hanning)

TYPE OF AVERAGING (normal averaging is simple)

EXPONENTIAL AVERAGING TIME IN SECONDS

NUMBER OF AVERAGING INTERVALS

2) (U) Output ParameLers (see Figure 2.4-2)

HOW MANY LINE GROUPS FOR ANALYSIS

ENTER THE LINE GROUP NUMBERS

WRITE COM COEF TO TAPE

WRITE MINOR ACC TBL TO TAPE J
SELECT PLOT AND PRINT GROUPS

Sample Rate Timing - The sample rate of the array signals is set by the
operator using either the UP 3320B Frequency Synthesizer or the Sample
Rate panel. Instructions for setting the sample rate clock are given

after the output parameters are set. See Figure 2.4-2 for typical iri-
structiona. The active clock source must be determined by the operator.

Upon depressing RETURN the beamforming analysis will begin.

2.4.2 (U) To Start Imumediately. (U) This option allows the operator to
start the BEAHFORM1IG analysis by depressing 2. If the control paraw-
e'ers are correct, this path may be taken at any time.

2.4.3 (U) To Hold Until Start Time. (U) This option allows the opera-
tor to delay the start of the BEAMFORMING unalysis until a preset time
of day. Figure 2.4-3 shows a typical CRT display when this option is
chosen.

2.4.4 (U) To Display Existing Table Data. (U) This option allows

previously-analyzed data to be printed and/or plotted with the same or
new plot variables. For example, it may be desirable to change the
scale, rantse, plot angle, etc. to emphasize features of interest. At
the completion of the BEAMFORMING AnalysiA, control is returned to the

Executive program. If plot chAinges are desired, the operator should
enter the Edit routine, call Plot Format Variables, and make the
changes desired. Upon reenteilng the BEAKFORMING program, via the
Executive program, the operator enters 4 and RETURN to output the

previously-analyzed data. Sense switches should be set to the configu-
ration for the output desired prior to depressing RETURN.

UNCLASSIFIED
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U Sense Switch options are explained in detail in Table 2.4-1. A prompt

to set the sense switches is given in the INPUT NEW PARAMETE.RS mode;
but, if in mode START I DIEMATELY or HOLD UNTIL START TIHE. the opera-
tor must remember to set the sense switches.

2.4.5 (U) 12345 To Return to EXEC. (U) While in the BEAMFORMING pro-
gram initializing phase, the operator may return to the Exfccutive pro-
gram by typing 12345 in response to any prompt message. This action
terminates the new parameter input and uses old parameters in subse-

F quent analysis.

TABLE 2.4-1 (U) SENSE SWITCH OPTIONS (U)

SS No. Option

t 0 The first eight switches determine which line groups are
S1 plotted or listed if a complete listing is selected (see

2 switch 9). The computer prints out a message informing the
3 operator which line group each of these switches controls.

-U 4
5

6

B 1.eitch 8 is cleared, the line groups selected by switches
0-7 h slotted on the CRT. If set, the data is priated on the

I line printer.

9 If listing is ý-Ie-ted by switch 8, switch 9 determines the
type of listing. It ý'itch 9 is clear, the line groups se-
lected by switches 0-7 are listed in their entirety (128 fre-
quency lines, 64 steer anglcs for each line). I. switch 9 is
set, the operator is requested :k-- enter the frequency of in-
tereat via the CRT, and 44 lines iround thii frequency are
listed on the line printer (64 steec angles for each line).

S 1 10 If switch 10 is clear, the beamforming Frogram returns to the
Executive after the analysis. If set, a loop is set up where
beamforming is autocatically restarted after each completion,
using the originaiLy input parameters. Output to the line

- printer and CRT are inhibited, but the IBM tapes are written.

d

Li
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2.5 (C) EDITING (U)

Editing allows the modification of certain infrequently changed param-
eters. This function is selected by entering an E when in the

Executive.

The Editing program will display the following on the CRT:

PARAMIETER EDITING PH14SE

ENTER DATA SET TO BE MODIFIED:
1-4ARRA'f SHA~DING TAB6LES
Z=~AV" SPA~CINIG
3=AFRRAY W1PLItG RA~TES
4=PL')T FOIRMA~T Q'frIABLES

5=SOUND4C VELOCI TY
6=DATE
7=LIST DEVICE
8=RETUIRN TO EXECUTIVE

The operator may select any of these functions in any order. The only
requirement is that after he is through, he must select function 8
(Return to Executive) so that the modified data will be stored on disc.

The operator entries for each option are fairly self-explanatory. The
following discussion refers to illustrations of typical displaye for
the particular option being described.

2.5.1 (C) Array Shading Tables. (U) (See F'igure 2.5-1): For each of the
three arrays, there are three shading tables. The first two entries
specify which of the nine tables is to be modified. It should be noted
that there is no entry for the second request. This indicates t~hat the
operator selected the number in parentheses (0). The program then dis-
plays the current content of the table, and asks how the table is to be
modified. If Ithe option for individual changes is requested, as is
shown, the program will request location and new value until 65 is en-
tered for location. If the option for setting the entire table to one
value is selected, the program will request that value and store it

J throughout the table. If the option for Hanning weighting. is chosen,
the lianning weighting curve will be stored.

2.5.2 (C) Ara paig (U) (See Figure 2.5-2): For each of the three
arrays, there is a storage locatio-i for the element spacing. The two
roquests are for array number and element spacing in seters.

2.5.3 (C) Array Sampling Rates. (U) (See Figures 2.5-3 and 2.5-4): For
A' each of the three arrays, there is a storage location for the sampling

rate. The first request is for array auwber. The second request

CONF'OENTIAL
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Li

ENTER ARRAY NULMER (I=LF, 2=--., Z•*f)

ENTER TABLE TOSBE MIDIFIED (1-3)
-I ( 1)

j: 100 1.000 1. we i.eeo 1.86 i.eee i.ew 1.600
9: 1.800 10 1.0M6IW 1.808 1.860 1.000 1.060 1.88

17- 1 .ON 1 .00 1.-ON 1 .00 I .O 1.8w0 1.8w >8.
2 25: 1.0ON 1.680 1.08N 1.86 1.OW t 1ONO I.M0 1.006
33: 1.800 1.0w0 I-We 1.80w 1.80 _N0 1.860 1.000
41: 1.080 i 1.00 1.00 1.0me 1.600 1.800 1.60 1.80
49: 1.0w 1 .08 1.0ON 1.0w0 1.80• I.000 1. am 1.0w0
57; 1.0 1.WO 1.00 1.000 I.8 1. MO I.M I.W8 1.@W

ENTER CW4G MOOE (1-4):
1=SET ENTIRE TABLE TO S VLNflUE
2 ESET TABLE TO IA44ING -CIGHTINGS
3&IMIIIFY INDIVIUAL WVE
4=W0 CHANGE
.( 4)
3
ENTER TABLE LOCATION TO BE CWCD (E5xEXXT)•- :•( 1)

ENTER KE ALUE (0.0-100.0)

' LSLENTER T1E LOCATION TO BE OH%*CI (65,•E)T>

BEST I AVA n! COP

Figure 2.5-1 (C) Sample Arra- Shading Table Dialog
1UNCLASSIFIED
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L~i I

I
I
I
I

ENTER DATA SET TO BE M0OIFIED
I=ARPAY SHADING TABLES
2=ARRAY SPACING
34•RRAY SAMPLING RATES
4=PLWT FORMAT 0,RIABLES
5=SOUND UELOCITY I
6=DATE
7=L!ST DEUICE
8=RETURN TO EXEC.-IT 3.E

ENTER ARRAY NUMBER. (I=LF, 2=MF, 3=F) ,
( 1)

ENTER NEW SPACING IN METERS (0,0-150.0)' U
"3.500)

tj" uz CP

!ia'i

I

~'jI I

Vigvre 2.5-2 (C) Sample Array Spacing Dialog

UNCLASSIFIED I
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E-NTER NEW SAM'PLING RHTE IN HERTZ <10,0-1000.0)

i1

Niii . E14 FkREf.. SYNTHEST.7 R SETTING IS 90.948 KHZ

L:)I

jrnp

C 1)
-ECOF'ER $EO FR ILET COOR N

BEST AVA •I E COPY

U

Figure 2.5-3 (C) Sample Array Sampling Rates Dialog (No Recorder)

UNCLASSIFIED
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ENTER ARRAY NUMBER; (I=LF, 2,=F, 3=HF)( 1) -

RECORDER USED FOR INPUT? (Y OR N)
Y
ENTER $AMPUING RATE NUMBER (0-t5).

0=848.0 4=169.6 8= 94.2 12= 65.2

1=424.0 5=141.3 9= 84.8 13= 60.6
2=282.7 6=121.1 10= 77.1 14= 56.5
•! 3=212.0I 7=106.0 11=70.7 15:53.0

S( 15)

NEW FPEQ. SYNTHESIZER SETTING IS 1 .305 KHZ

BEST-AVAILABL[ LOPY

Figure 2.5-4 (C) Sample Array Sampling Rates Dialog (with Recorder)

CONFIDENTIAL
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(RECORDER USED FOR INPUT?) is significant because only certain prede-
termined sampling rates are allowed if the recorder is used. In this
case, a list of rates is displayed and the operator must enter the
number of the desired rate. When the recorder is not used, the actual
sampling rate is entered. In either case, the required frequency syn-
thesizer setting for the specified sampling rate is computed and dis-
played. The operator must adjust the sample rate source as requested.

2.5.4 (C) Plot Format Variables. (U) (See Figure 2.5-5): The Plot For-
mat Variables editing section allows modification of a series of num
bers which specify the dimensions of the plot made by the BEAMIORMING
program and what the plot represents. Most of the specifications are
dimensioned in plot points. The CRT screen is 1000 plot points wide and
800 plot points high. 100 plot points are therefore one tenth of the
screen width. Taking the plot format requests in order, the X and Y
offsets of axis origin are the distance of the lower left hand corner
of the plot from the left side and bottom of the CRT, respectively. X
increment is the horizontal spacing of each of the 128 frequency bins
which make up the horizontal axis. The width of the plot, therefore is
this number times 128. Plot height is the size of the Y axis. Delta X
and delta Y plot-to-plot are the offset from one beam to the next.
Varying them will change the apparent angle the Z axis makes with the X

I "-and Y axes. (The Z axis is the diagonal line at the right of the plot
which is actually perpendicular to the XY plane). Lowest plot value is
the lowest value on the Y axis, in decibels. Range plotted is the range
of signals represented by the distance specified by the plot height.
Therefore, if the plot height is 304, the lowest plot value is -35 and
the range plotted is 40, a level of 5 db, which is 40-above -35 db,
will be 304 plot points higher than the -35 db level, or the bottom of
the plot. The number of frequency lines to "OR" may be a 1 or 4. If 1

"i " is selected, a normal plot results. If 4 is selected, only the highest
within each group of four points is plotted, resulting in a much faster
plot. The number of beams to skip at the beginning and end of plot, if
other than 0, cuts off sections at the front or rear, respectively, of
the plot. This prevents "mountains" at the front of the plot from hid-

i ing an important feature, or noise at the rear of the plot from obscur-

ing one. An entry of zero provides a full plot.

2.5.5 (U) Sound Velocity. (U) (See Figure 2.5-6): Sound velocity is
entered in meters per second.

2.5.6 (U) Date. (U) (See Figure 2.5-7): Any 12 characters representing
date may be entered. If the CHANGE DATE? question is answered with N
(no), the current date is not modified.

CONFIDENTIAL
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A
PLOT FORMAT VARIABLES
X OFFSET OF AXIS ORIGIN (IN PLOT POINTS, 0-10W.)

Y OFFSET OF AXIS ORIGIN (IN PLOT POINTS. 8-1M8.)
60)

,• .HCREMENT (IN PLOT POINTS.. 0-1OOe"

PLOT HEIGHT (IN PLOT POINTS, MUST BE A MIULTIPLE OF 8. 0-80N)
7304)

DELTA X PLOT-TO-PLOT (IN MULTIPLES OF INCRX.- 0-1000)
( 1)

DELTA Y PLOT-TO-PLOT (IN PLOT POINTS. 0-10)
S( 6)

LOWEST PLOT 04LUE IN WB (-100. - +1W..>

RANGE PLOTTED IN D0 (MUST BE A MULTIPLE OF 4, 0.0-28.0')
( 480.0>

NUMBER OF FREOIJENCY LINES TO 'OR' FOR PLOT (0 OR 4)
( 4>

NUMBER OF BEmMS TO SKIP kT BEGINNING OF PLOT (0-65)

0
NUMBER OF BEAM'S TO $KIP AT E1D OF PLOT (0-65)4. 25)

Figure 2.5-5 (C) Sample Plot Format Variables Dialoa

CONFIDENTIAL
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i'
~Iu

ENTER DATA SET TO BE MODIFIED:
I=ARRAY SHADING TABLES

U 2=ARRAY SPACING
3=ARRAY SAMPLING RATES

q ~4=PLOT FORMA~T VA~RIABLES
jJ 5=SOUND VELOCITY

6=DATE
7=LIST DEVICEe.8=RETURN TO •EZCUT WE

S~5ENTER SOUND VELOCITY IN METERS.,,SEC (0.9-3000.0)
S(1500.000)

11

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Figure 2.5-6 (U) Sample Sound Velocity Dialog

UNCLASSIFIED



E14TER DATA SET TO BE MODIFIED.
IrAPRAY ISHADING TABLES
2=AP.RAY SPACING
Z=ARRAY SAM1PLING PATES44=PLOT FRA AISE
5=SOLUND VELOCITY
6=DATE

rLIST DEVICE
&=R.ETU1RN TO EXECUTIVE

.1 ~(15 APR 1977)
CHkM4GE DATE? (Y OR H>
y

............... ENTER DATE (12 CHARACTERS MkAX.)4 16 APR 19??

BEST AVAILABLEBCP
Figure 2.5-7 (U) Sample Date Dialog

L
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2.5.7 (U) List Device. (U) (See Figure 2.5-8): Either the CRT or the
Teletype may be used as an alternate output device for messages which
usually go to the line printer. This is generally only used as a backup
in the event of a line printer failure. When the CRT is used, the
computer must be halted at the bottom of each page and PAGE pressed if
overwriting of the CRT screen is not desired. In the message, LP indi-

cates line printer and TTY indicates Teletype.

2.5.8 (U) Return to Executive. (U) After modifying any data, it is re-

Iiquired that option 8 be Selected to return control to the Executive, so
that the new data will be written on the disc. Any other path back to
the Executive will not save the new data.

[] UNCLASSIFIED
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ENTER DATA SET TO BE tMODIFIEDI
t=ARR9#Y SHADING TABLES

2wARRAY SPACING
3=ARRAY SAMPLING RATES

"" 4=PLOT FORMAT VARIA•BLES
S~5=SOUND VELOCITY

6--OATE
7=LIST DEVICE

S7&=RETURH TO EXCUTIVE

7I

; ! MITER LIST IDEUICE. ( I=C.RT, 6=LP, 12=TTY)
rnn

BEST AVAILABLE RT E

Figure 2.5-9 (U) Sample List Device Dialog
UNCLASSIFIED
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i 2,26 (C) DISPLAY STORED DATA (U)

The display stored data option allows listing of certain variables
stored on the disc. In addition, the aliasing frequency for each of
three array spacings at the current sound velocity is computed and
printed. The standard steer angles for the interpolated beams ate also
listed. A choice of listing device is offered to the operator. An
example of the printout is shown in Figure 2.6-1.

A

H]

.,E

LI2
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TAP I1 STORED DATA
DATE 16 APR 1977 TIME 5:4617 I

ARRAY TSPLE RATE SPACING ARRAY ALIASIt,
NO (HZ) ,(METERS) FREQ. (HZ)

1 53.00 37.50 M260.
135.68 125= 60-00
84•00 2 344 319.9

S'C14. UELOCITY 15M .

TAP 11 STWW~O STEER W40-ES <(DEGREES)

I- -1 .47 2, --69.55 3.-64%9 4--61.04
15: -57.46 6- -54 29 7. -51.35 8: -48 591

9: -45 c.99 10: -43.39 11" -41.00 12: -38.68
13:-36.-;7 14: -34.19 15 -32 ?7 16 -. 60
17: -27 18: -25.91 19: -23.95 20. -22.02
211 -20.06 22: -18 18 23, -16 32 14 -:-14.48
25: -12 59 26: -10 7^8 27; -897 Ze. -7,18
29- -5.34 .31: - 55 • -1 78 3. 00
,33 1.78 34 3.55 35 5.34 36 7 18
37: 8.97 38; 10. N 39: 12 59 48 14.48
41; 16.32 42- 0. 16 43; 2O.e6 44z 22.02
45- 23.95 46. 25.51 47- 27.90 48! 30.00
49! 32.07 SO: 34.11 51- 36 37 52: 38 68
'53 .41,00 54. 43. ! 55. 45.89 WS 48.59
5f 513.1m5 58, 54 2- 3Q. 57.46 6: 61.04
61. 64 96 62. 69 55 63' 75.4? 64: 9,.30

PRESS RETURN TO CW'IfTINUJE

Figure 2.6-1 (C) Sampile DiLsplay Stolred Data• Plrintout.

:UT CONFIDENTIAL .~~~~~~ ..R -V!A!EPT.
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2.7 (U) ERROR HALTS (U)

iiDuring the operation of tce TAP-II software certain conditions can
occur due to operator error or equipment malfunction which make itimpossible for the computer to continue to produce meaningful data.

Upon detection of an irrecoverable error the computer will halt and
display an error code in the S cegister. The error codes displayed are
shown in Table 2.7-1. If an error halt occurs, the operator should
analyze the failure, take corrective action, and reboot the system asC described in paragraph 2.2.

TABLE 2.7-1. (U) ERROR HALTS (U)

CODE MEANING

102001 Operator input error

102002 No input completion interrupt

i I102003 Disc too slow or sample rate too fast

102004 Disc interface delay

LI 102005 Not defined

102006 Disc call error

1I 102007 Storage exceeded

j 102010 Disc status bad, track in B register

U

1~ii ] UNCLASSIFIED
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2.8 (U) DISC COPYING (U) I
Fcr purposes of providing diac backup copies, discs may be copied to
and ftm magnetic tape, and from disc to disc. 1ADIU is a stand-alone
program which performs these functions. MADIU is designed to work with
a variety of discs and magnetic tape drives; however, only its use as
it applies to this system (7900/7970) will be discussed here. Some of
the characteristics of MADIU are:

1) Multiple tape files

2) Tape-disc verification

3) Defective cylinders are copied to/from magnetic tape as
defective

r 4) Protected cylinders are copied as protected 3
5) All 204 cylinders are copied

6) During loading or disc copy, the destination disc is always ini-
tialized. It is therefore unnecessary to pre-initialize the disc
with the disc diagnostic, RTGEN, etc.

2.8.1 (U) Program Description. (U) No program details are available.

. 2.8.2 (U) Outputs. (U) Magnetic tape format:

lot word a number of words in the record (510 characteristic)
2nd word - 16-bit disc status after reading track: J I
rest of record - disc track data

2.8.3 (U) Operaing Instructions. (U)

1) Operation consistg of configuration and application modes. If
a configured KADIU tape is availlable, load it with BBL
(002100 in S register, press STORE, PRESET, IBL, RUN) and skip

"to step 8. If it in necessary to configure MADIU begin at step
S2; * unconfigPrfd NADIU tape must be used; a coufigured MADIU
cannot igured.

2) Load the unconfigured I4ADIU tape using BBL.

3) Set starting address 2. 1
4) Set owitch register bits 0-5 to the disc higher priority

select code. Set all other svitches off.

II

i •5) etess PRES;ET and RUN.
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I 6) Load the Configured S1O Module, or load and configure the SIO

drivers in the following order:

IFJ 46K SIO TTY Driver
16K SIO Punch Driver (if configured tape ie to be punched)
16K SIS 9-Track Magnetic Tape Driver

i 7.) If a Configured !ADIU tape is to be punched, load and execute
the 16K SIO System Dump. Label the resulting tape Configured

Ll MADIU. Date it.

8) Ready all equipment. Turn the PROTECT/OVERRIDE switch on the

disc drive to the appropriate position. Set the magnetic tape
to unit 0 and the proper density. Make certain that the disc
or mag tape about to be written on is the right one and that
the other is protected. For disc-to-disc copying, neither disc

~1j may be protected.

9) Set starting address 100. Press RUN. The computer will print

L (FOR 7900) TYPE %L' "DU" "VE" "CO" OR "TEt"

10) Enter one of the following (followed by RETURN):

LO - load disc from mag tape
DU - dump disc to mag tape
VE - verify disc versus mag tape
CO - copy disc to disc (with auto verify)

SE - terminate

11) Some of the following additional requests will be received:

SUBCRANNEL #I- Meaning: enter disc subchannel to be used. The lower (fixed)
disc is 0, and the upper disc is I.

SOURCE SUSCHANNE1. E

Meaning: enter source disc vubchannel to be used for
disc-to-disc copy.

-*•DESTINATS'. SUBC41ANNEL

-peaaing: enter destination disc subchaonel to be use4 for
• disc-to-disc copy.

'I UNCLASSIFIE5
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TAPE FILE #

Meaning: enter mag tape disc file to be used. The first physi-
cal file is 1. The program assames that there are already N-i
files on the tape. Dumping to file N will destroy all files
greater than N.

12) When operation is complete, the message in step 9 will be I
receivd.

13) The following error halts •iay be received: I
HILT 0OB Disc not ready (bits 2 or 6 set).

HLT 03B Time out on disc data flag. Press RUN to get sta-
tus in A re3ister.

liLT 04B Power failure. I
ULT 05B Time out on disc commaud flag. Press RUN to get

status in A register.

liLT 07B Disc seek error or data protect (bits 8, 9, or 10
set). Press RUN to get status in A register. I

1i1T lO0 Any disc status bit set except 3 and 4 after a
read or write (check PROTECT/OVERRIDE switch).
Press RUN to get status in A register.

HLT 11B SIO mag tape driver halt (no write ring).

HLT 13B Illegal cylinder status (2nd word on mag tape or
during copy).

HLT 16B Bad cylindec status during load verify tmag tape
status (word 2) and dirc, readback status
disagree]. I

lLT 17B EOF and EOT on mag tape.

lIT 20B Hag tape error. I
HILT 21B Bad datt verify.

lIT 33B Hag tape record length wrong; i.e., wrong format

for a load.

IMLT 35B Cylinder count unequal ta 203.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Iii lLT 36B Incomplete data transfer for disc current

cylinder.

lILT 40D Hag tape SIO driver not loaded.

lILT 44B Hag tape SIO driver halt.

Ii lLT 55B The current cylinder is and will be flagged as

bad. The track number (octal) is in the A regis-

ii ter. Press RUN to continue.

lILT 77B End. Press RUN to contialte.

Lj ~

~ IIUNCLASSIFIED
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2.9 (U) SYSTEM GENERATION PROCEDURES (U)

All of the TAP 11 software in generated with the Fourier Cross Loader

(FXL) and the RTE. File Manager (FHGR). Each coreload has -i transfer
file which directs dlumping of a predetermined set of relocatable mod-
ules into a file used by FXL. The modulis which make up a given core
load can be determined by listing the transfer file for that coreload.J
Once a change is made to a program or subroutine in a certain coreload,
the operator must transfer control to that coreload's transfer file,
then to a transfer file which controls FXL, then run COPYF, a program
which actually stores the coreload on the disc. The coreloads and their
transfer files are listed in Table 2.9-1.

TABLE 2.9-1 (U) SYSTEM GENERATION TRANSFER FILES (U)

MAIN PROGRAM MAIN TRANSFER FXL TRANSFER
CORELOAD NAME FILE FILE

0 YOOOO CLOTR RFTR

IBPORM CLITR RFTR

2 Y0002 CL2TR RTTk

3 Y0003 CL3TR RTTR

4 Y0004 CL4TR RI'TR

5CAL CL5TR RFTR

6 Y0006 CL6TR RFTR

The procedure for pro~\ucing a new coreload is as follows-

1) Boot lower disc MEi) system

2) Enter RU,FHGR
TH.a n r n fe i e a e

Tk,(V.XL transfer file name)

.,COPY F

3) Antwer the COPYF questions as follows:

TARGET SYSTM CORE SIZE? 32
CORMIJOAD NUMBER? (enter appropriate number)
TARGT DISC LU NUMBER? 1
SYSTEMi FILE mnA? BCsJO"B
OVERLAY FILE USED?! NO
LU #13 WILL BE HO1IFIED, CAN WE PROCEED? YE

UNCLASSIFIED
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4) The error message INCORRECT RECORD COUNT-FILE READ will be dis-

played when done. This is normal and should be ignored. Any
other message is an error.

S~UNCLASSIFIED
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LI 3.0 (C) IBM TAPE FORMATS (U)

.B 3.1 (U) GENERAL FORMATS (U)

Two types of tape records are written by TAP-II: records containing
either the Accumulation Table data or the complex coefficients data.
Both types contain a 4480 integer word block written in one record. The
record type is determined by the contents of Word 100. If Word 100 - 1,
the record contains complex coefficient data; if 2, the record contains
Accumulation Table data.

To read the data, it is suggested that the tape read statement input
the entire record into an array, IBUF, dimensioned to 4480. If the

dimension and equivalence statements shown in Figure 3.1-1 are em-
ployed, the information contained in the record is conveniently acces-
sible. In both Figure 3.1-1 and the following Figure 3.1-2, FORTRAN
data type conventions are followed, with the first letter defining
whether the variable is integer or floating point.

The first 128 words in both types of records contain header informa-
i!j tion. Figure 3.1-2 summarizes the information useful to a program

reading the tapes. Variable names used make use of the equivalence
conventions given in Figure 3.1-1.

The second 128 words in either type of 4480-word record contains non-
acoustic data. This data is identical in format to the form in which it
was originally received from the batch computer. This format will be

defined by Systems Integrated software, and is not included here.

ii

i
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DIMENSION IBUF(4480)
DIMEN61ON ICOH(128), INADAT(128), IDAT(4096)
DIMENSION IDATE(6, SR(3), LGRP(8), rIT(3), SP(3)

.EQUIVALENCE (IcC01(l),IBUF(1)), (INADAT(l),IBUF(129)), (IDAT(l),IBUF(257))
EQUIVALENCE (NSAMP(l),ICOM(1)), (IDATE(l),ICOM(6)), (NINT,ICON(39))
EQUIVALENCE (KIC,ICOH(3)), (BW,ICOt4(15)), (SR(1),ICOM(27))

* EQUIVALENCE (rrYP,ICOM(33)), (IsHDICOM(34)), (iwjcom(35))I
EQUIVALENCE (IAy, ICOM(36)), (AUTN, IcoH(37)), (NGRPS, ICOM(40))
'EQUIVALENCE (LGRP(1)(ICOM(41)), (IHDR,ICOM(100)), (ITIM(l),ICOM(61))
EQUIVALENCE (JJ1,ICO4(101)), (KHALP,ICOM(102)),(KCC,ICOM(103))I
EQrT1IVALENCE (SP(1),ICOM(51)), (SVEL,ICOM(83))

Figure 3.1-1-(U) DIMENSION and EQUIVALENCE Conventions (U)
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INFORMATION LOCATION

1. Length of tape All records are 4480 words long, with
16-bit integer words

2. Type of tape record Defined by IHDR: -1 = Complex C(efficients
2 = Accumulation Table

(averagr-. powers)

S3. Date Contained in Array IDATE. IDATE is a 6-element

integer array containing ASCII information in a
6 A2 format

4. Time Contained in array ITIM:
ITIM(1) = hours (integer format)
ITIM(2) = minutes -integer format)
ITIM(3) seconds (integer format)

The time is that read from the time code genera-
tor at the start of a TAP Il analysis. Time is
read only once per analysis, so several succeed-
ing records might have identical time headers.

! V6. Number of Averaging Defined in NINT
Intervals in current
TAP II Analysis

7. Current value of Aver- Defined in KK
aging Loop Counter

S8. Number of 128-point Defined in NGRPS
L._J frequency line groups

being analyzed

J 9. Lambda Array Type Defined in ITYP: 1 = LF
2 = MF
3 = HF

10. Hydrophone Channel Defined in SR (ITYP). Units are Hz
Sample rate

S111. Time-Frequency Tr&as- Defined in NSAMP. Will be either 1024, 2048
form length or 4096

. 12. FFT frequency line Defined in BW. BW - SR(ITYP)/NSAMP
spacing

1 13. Type of Time Weighting Defined in IW. 1 Rectangular
Window 2 - Hanning

SFigure 3.1-2 (C) HEADER INFORMATION (U) I of 2
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INFORMATION LOCATION

14. Array Shading Table Defined in ISKD (will be 1, 2, or 3). Consult
logs to find out what type of shading was put
into shading table ISHD

15. Type of averaging Defined in IAV (1 -simple, 2 -exponential).
This affects the power data being stored in the
Accumulation Table. For simple averaging, the
new powers computed in each averaging cycle are

simply summed to the table (the table is cleared
at the start of every new analysis). Then at the
completion of the last averaging cycle the table
is divided by NINT. For exponential averaging, I
each newly computed power is summed to the cur-
rent table contents using the formula:

New Table Value a New Sample + e-t/AVTM (old
table value - new sample)

16. Exponential Averaging Defined in AVTM. Units are seconds.
Time

17. Time to collect the Calculated using the formula:
3. data sample for one t = NSAMP/SR(ITYP)
K. average

Wi.

18. The frequency of the Calculated using the formula:
first FFT line in a F a BW* (128.*(LGRP(JJ1)-1.) + 64.*KHALF
tape record o lHDR + 32.*KCC)
Type I (complex
coefficients)

19. The frequency of the Calculated using the formula:
first FFT line in a F BW* (128.*(LGRP(JJl)-l.) + 64.*KHALF)
tape record of IHDR
Type 2 (powers in
Accumulation Table)

18. Lambda array element- Defined in SP(ITYP). Units are meters.
element spacing

20. Sound velocity Defined in SVEL. Units are meters/sec.

Figure 3.1-2 (C) READER INFORMATION (U) 2 of 2
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3.2 (C) COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS (U)

1If the contents of IHDR (the 100th word of the input record) equals 1,
the record contains 4096 words of complex coefficient data, which will4i be in array IDAT using the conventions of Figure 3.1-1.

Each consecutive 128-word section of IDAT contains 64 complex numbers,
in integer form, representing the beamformer output vs steer angle for

I. one frequency cell. A total of 32 frequency cells are included in any
one record. The frequency of the first cell is given by the equation
listed in line 18 of Figure 3.1-2. The succeeding frequencies follow
in order, spaced in increments of BW Hz.

SjBoth the real and imaginary parts of the complex numbers are in scaled
voltage units. When the integer numbers are divided by 64.,the result
reads directly in volts (rms). The maximum rms voltage for any hydro-

1 phone is 7.07, consequently the maximum array output is. 64 (7.07)
-" 452.55 volts (rms).

I The complex numbers (an intermediate output of TAP II) are the direct
S .1 results of the second FFT. The steer angles representing the 64 com-

plex results are functions of frequency. These steer angles are given
by the relation:

r = sin-1 [-r/32.*(F/FM)]

where r = an index varying between -31 to +32

I F= The frequency of the FFT line

FM - The array aliasing frequency (= SVEL/(2.*SP(ITYP))

In each group of 64 complex numbers (128 consecutive elements of array
IDAT), the numbers are stored in order of r 0 to +32, then -31 to

[] CONFIDENTIAL
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3.3 (C) ACCUMUJLF'"!0 TABLE (U)

If the contents of IHDR (the 100th word of the input record) equal 2,
the record contains 4096 words of Accumulation Table data, which will
be stored in array IDAT if using the conventions of Figure 3.1-2.

The Accumulation Table contains array output power as a function of
frequency and steer angle. Each consecutive 64-word section of IDAT
contains the power for 64 separate directions at one frequency line.
The frequency of the first line is given by the equation listed in
line 19 of Figure 3.1-2. The succeeding frequencies follow in order in
increments of BW 11z. One record contains a maximum of 64 frequencies.

The powers are in scaled voltage squared units. The scale factor is
the same for all 4096 IDAT values, and is contained in IBUF (4343).
The correct value in volts squared (rms) can be obtained by dividing
the table values by 2** (15-IBUF(4353)).

The Lambda array aliasing frequency is given by:

FM = SVEL/(2.*SP(ITYP)) (See Figure 3.1-2.) 1
If the FFT line frequency is below this aliasing frequency, the 64
steer angles are the 64 TAP II steer angles, shown in Figure 3.3-1.
The 'data is in the same order, the f irst value in a group of 64 num- ,
bers representing the most rearward steer angle (-75.470), and the

last number the most forward (+900).

If the FFT line frequency is above the array aliasing frequency, the
steer angles are not standard. In this case the steer angles are given
by the relation: 1

0 sin- [r/32(F/F),)j

where F FF1 line frequency

FM array aliasing frequency

r v index varying between -31 and +32.

The order of storing r in the Accumulation Table starts at -31 and
increments upwards to 32, for 64 total angles per frequency line.

C F
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1: -75.47 2: -69.55 3: -64.96 4: -61.04
5: -57.46 6: -54.29 7: -51.35 8: -48.59

S9: -45.89 10: -43.39 11: -41.00 12: -38.68
13: -36.37 14: -34.19 15: -32.07 16: -30.00
17: -27.90 18: -25.91 19: -23.95 20: -22.02

j] 21: -20.06 22: -18.18 23: -16.32 24: -14.48
25: -12.59 26: -10.78 27: -8.97 28: -7.18
29: -5.34 30: -3.55 31: -1.78 32: .00
33: 1.78 34: 3.55 35: 5.34 36: 7.18I 37: 8.97 38: 10.78 39: 12.59 40: 14,48
41: 16.32 42: 18.18 43: 20.06 44: 22.02
45: 23.95 46: 25.91 47: 27.90 48: 30.00
49: 32:07 50: 34.19 51: 36.37 52: 38.68
53: 41.00 54: 43.39 55: 45.89 56: 48.59
57: 5s1.35 58: 54,29 59: 57.46 60: 61.04
61: 64.96 62: 69.55 63: 75.47 64: 90.00

Figure 3.3-1 (C) TAP II Standard Steer Angles (Degrees) (U)
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'U 4.0 (U) SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION (U) t-M J

4.1 (U) SOFTWARE OVERVIEW (U)

The TAP II system of programs resides on the upper (removable) disc.
There are several complete coreloa.ds on this disc, each occuping six
consecutive tracks. When the system is booted, the internal binary
loader (IBL) loads a secondary boosttap which in turn 'Loads in a com-
plete 32K coreload (up to address 77577) and starts execution of the
program. This secondary bootstrap resides on track 0 sector 0 of the
disc. The coreloads begin at track 1. The various coreloads, starting
track numbers, and functions are as follows:

J Core load Track Function

0 1 Executive
1 7 Beamforming
2 13 Data Collection (Low Speed)
3 19 Data Collection (High Speed)
4 25 High Speed Data Reformatting

,- 5 31 Calibration
6 37 Beam Interpolation
7 43 (spare)
8 49 (spare)

Operation always starts with the Executive, which passes contrel to
other coreloads as directed by operator action. The various coreloads
also loads in and transfer control to other coreloads.

Because the core loading process affects all of core, any data re-
quired by a program for passing to the next program or to be saved for
its later execution will be lost. Therefore, a common data track is
reserved to hold this data. This data is read into a buffer (ICOl1) at
the beginning of each program and is written back (if modified) at the
end of each program. (This data is not to be confused with data in a
FORTRAN COMMON statement.) The common data occupies only the first
sector (128 words) of the common track. Table 4.1-1 shows the location
of each data element within the common track and ICOM. The next nine
sectors hold the shading tables, one ptr sector.
Beyond the coreloads are data tracks, including the comon track,

which start at track 55. The assignments of these tracks are given in
Table 4.1-2. In this table, track numbers are relative to track 55.

The operating system used by TAP II is Basic Control System, BCS. The
use of BCS is required because the high I/O processing overhead of
other operating systems would he prohibitive. The programs are loaded
onto disc with the Fourier Cross Loader (FXL) as described in section
2.9 in this manual. The use of FXL eliminates the paper tape handling
usually required by BCS.
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TABLE 4.1-1, (U) DISC COMMON ASSIGNMENTS (128 words available) (U)

1. NSAMP - Number of samples
2. IRET - Return pointer
3. IFAST - High speed flag

4. HCYC - No. coll/anal. cycles

5. LD - List device numberU
6. IDATE - Date (in 12 characters)
7. IDATE (Two characters per word)
8. IDATE (Two characters per word)
9. IDATE (Two characters per word)

10, IDAET (Two characters per word)
11. IDATE (Two characters ý word)

12. NUPDAT - No. ok updates 3
13. KK - Averaging loop counter
14. IRCYCL - Ret. track for collection
15. BW - Bandwidth
16. BW - Bandwidth
17. IDEC(2) Decimation numbers
18. IDEC(2) Decimation numbers9
19. IDEC(3) Decimation numbers
20. IDEC Dec imation numbers
21. ICALTP - Calibration type
22. IR - Reference channel no. N
23. NA - No. of averaging intervals
24. 1W - Type veighting window
25. 101 - Type output
26. Spare
27. SR(1) - Sample rate
28. SR(1)
29. SR(2) - Sample rate
30. SK(2)

31. SR(3) - Sample rate
32, sR(3) I
33. ITYP - Array !"vpe (1,2,3)
34. ISKD - Shading table number
35. 1N - Type of time window

56. 1AV -Averaging type (i - siople)

37, AVTH- Aweraging time (I-600)
38. AVT - Averaging time (1-600)
39. NIAT -No. of averaging intervals
40. NIRPS - No. 128-line group
41. LGP(1) - Group no. of let group
42. LGUP(2) - Group no. of 2nd group j
43. LGVP(3) - Group no. of 3rd group
44. LGRP(4) - Group no. of 4th group
45. LOP(5) - Group no. of 5th group
46. LGRP(6) -Group o. of 6th groupI

47. LGRP(7) - Group no. of 7th group
48. LGUP(O) - Group no. of 7th group

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE 4.1-1. (U) DISC COMMON ASSIGNMENTS (U) (Continued)

49. MT2 - Flag for output to HT2
50. !4T1 - Flag for output to 14T1
51. SP(l) - Array spacing (ft.)
52. SP
H 53. SP(2) Array spacing (ft.)
54. SP
55. SP(3) -Array spacing (ft.)
56. SP
57. TAUL - .rrected exp. .vg. time
58. TAUI - Corrected exp. ivg. time

59. Spare
60. IG - Group counter
61. ITIM(l) - Timq of sample - hr.
62. ITIHM(2) - Time of sample - min.
63. ITIM(3) - Time of sample - sec.

-j 64. TOUT - No. of output words
65. IXORG - X-origin initial offset
66. IYORG - Y-origin init'al offset
67. INCRX - X-increment of plot
68. IHI - Height of Y axis (in plot points)

S69. DELX - Delta-X for each plot line
70. IDELY - Delta-Y for each plot line

. 71. YNIN -DLowest value plotted (in db)
51 72. YMIN - Lowest value plotted (in db)

73. SCF - Range plotted (in db)
74, SCF- Range plotted (in db)
75. CALS(l) - Calib. sample rate
76. CALSO()

77. CALS(2) -Calib. sample rate
78. CALS(2)

* 79. CALS(3) - Calib. sample rate
80. CALS(3)
81. ICL - Corelotd (WS or LS)
82. IIOR - No. of plot p.•. to 'or'
38. SVEL - Sound Velocity (i/ser)

8. SVEL - Souna Veloct~ wsc
85. Sp're-

!r 86. Spare

87. Spare
88. Spare
89. Spare
"90. NSOLD - Previous NSAWP
91. IWOLD - Previous 1W
92. Spare
93. Spare
94. Spnr-e
95. Spare
96. SpAre

¶1 UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE 4.1-1. (U) DISC COXMON ASSIGNMENTS (U) (Continued)

97. INTP - Inhibit TYPE flag
98, 3pare
99. Spare
130. IHDR - Magnetic tape header
101. JJ1 - Line group countei
102. KHALF - Line group half-counter
103. KCC - Magnetic tape counter
104. Spare
105. NBSKP - No. plots to ski? at beginning
106. NESKP - No. plots to skip at end
107. Spare

128. Sparv

TABLE 4.!-2 (U) DISC TRACK ALLOCATIONS (U)

Track Name Function

0-42 ITEMPO Temporary storage and high speed data
43-106 IDATO Time domain data from Y0002 or Y0004
107-!22 IMITO Minor accumulation table
123-126 IBUFO Temporary storage buffer
127 ICOHO Coreload common
128-130 ICALO Calibration shading tables
147 IPHAO Phasor table
148-149 IWINO Time weighting window

tU
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4.2 ()BEANFORMING OVERVIEW (U)

4.2.1 (U) Function. (U) The primary function of the TAP-II system is
to resolve the output of a towed array in both the frequency and spa-
tial domains. This is done in the Beamforming software. Several compu-
tational techniques are employed to implement all the features of this
system, with a two-dimensional FFT being the heart of the computa-
tional mechanism. This technique, mathematically described in a com-
panion volume to this report, first uses the FFT to transform sampled
length variable from 1024 to 4096 points. A second FFT transform,
taken across the 64-sensor frequency domain outputs, is used to simul-
taneously form 64 directional beams.

The manner in which these features will be implemented in the TAP-II

system can be seen in the flow diagram of the Spectral Analysis and
Beamforming Operation, shown in Figure 4.2.-l.

4.2.2 (C) Initiating Analysis. (U) To initialize the operation, the
on-line operator first enters the analysis parameters to the computer
in the TAP-lI conversational input format. (If the analysis is to be
the same as the one previously run, the questions can be skipped and
the computer will use the previously stored directions.) The following
parameters are entered at this time:

1) Array type (LF, HF, or HF)

2) Table number of senqor shading coefficients to be used (1, 2,
or 3).

3) Type of time domain windowing (rectangular or Hanning).

4) Time to frequency FFT size (1024, 2048, or 4096).

5) Type of averaging (simple or exponential averaging time is
requested if exponential avcraging is selected).

6) Number and range of frequency lines to be utilized in
beamf-rming (64 to 1024 lines (in groups of 128)).

7) Number of analysis intervals.

4.2.3 (U) Preliminnry Computctions. (U) After these parameters are
entered, and before the act,:al analysis is started, a channel correc-
tion phasor array is computed for each sensor channel. These arrays,
which are in the f:t-quency domain, are computed from two factors: (1)

S I• the stored channel calibration srray, computed during the most recent
calibration analysis, and (2) the shading coefficient table. The re-

- -~sultant charn;,l correction phasor arrays are used later in the flow.
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4.2.4 (U) Plot Data Table. (U) The last step before performing the

actual data analysis is the clearing of the Plot Data Table. This
table is generated during each separate analysis period and accumu-
lates the computed results.

4.2.5 (C) Analysis Loops. (U) The basic analysis pattern is to col-
lect a block of data simultaneously from each array sensor, storing
the daa on disc. The data is then transformed into the frequency and
spatial domains using two FFTs. The plot data table is updated, and
the computed array output versus frequency and direction is output in

graphical form. The basic loop is repeated II times, II being the
number of analysis intervals directed by the operator. At the end of
the II loops, the Master Accumulator Table is updated and the final

data is output in both graphical and tabular form.

These processes are shown in steps (2), (3) and (4) of the flow dia-
gram* In step (2) the sample interval loop is initiated to collect
data and store it on disc. N sampled time data points (N=1024, 2048,
or 4096) are collected for each of 64 array sensors. Then the opera-
tions in step (3) of the flow diagram are performed on each of the 64
data blocks. First, the N points for a single channel are read from
the disc. This array is then multiplied by a "window" array, which
implements the time domain window function (such as Hanning). The re-
sultant time-weighted array is then transformed to the frequency do-
main using the FFT transform. It is then multiplied by the precomputed
phasor array, and written back to the disc. At this point, the data
represents the array sensor output in the frenquency domain, as cor-

rected by the element shading coefficient, calibration, and sample

skew correction factors.

Spatial resolution is achieved in step (4) of the flow diagram. The

indices of this frequency-to-spatial loop are set up accordingly to
the initial operator inputs as to the desired frequency lines of

analysis. As many lines as desired, in multiples of 128, can be
selected: up to 1024 lines in the case of a 2048- or 4096-point time-

to-frequency transform. For any individual frequency line, beamforming
is accomplished by forming a 64-element cross array. This array con-

sists of the 64 complex frequency domain output of the 64 sensors at
the line frequency. A 64-point FFT is the final step in the spatial
resolution. The resulting complex coefficients are then written to

nIBM-compatible 9-track tape. The Plot Data Table is updated by taking

the vector magnitude of the complex coefficients and using either ex-

ponential or true averaging. At step (5), an interpolation algorithm

is used to compute beam power versus frequency for a standard set of
look angles. After all the desired lines are completed, the updated

plot table is output in both graphical and tabular form, and is stored

on magnetic tape.
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4.2.6 (U) Processing Details. (U) The BFORM program, which is written
in FORTRAN, is described in detail later in this section.
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(3) TIM FREQUENCY
LOOP

JI , 64

(`NmPUT ANLYSISPACHANNELS

READ CTOR (J) SAMPLED
DATA ARRAY FROM DISt

4 A~~~CRRAYSCTIME DHAOMAIN ROMRARAYYS

(2)F -SAMPLEELETE FREQUENCY

TC ME L T OCHANNEL (JD

IA

i i ii ii.. .i ... ... .

VECTOR MULTIPLY CHANNEL J,'

COLLECT SIMULTANEOUS, FROM SHEET (FREQUENCY DOMAIN) BY
N POINT, SAMPLED DATA 3 PRE-COMPUTED PHASOR
ARRAYS (TIME DOMAIN) FROM ARRAY (J)
EACH SENSOR AND STORE....

ON DIM
.•I lWRITE SELECTED FREQUENCY

••) LINE GROUPS FROM
CHANNEL (J) TO DISCISC

.•~no _

TO SHEET 2

Figure 4.2-1 (U) Spectral Analysis and Beamforming Flow Diagram Sheet 1 of 4
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?i' [] FROM SHEET 1

11 (4)

FREQUENCY -*.SPATIAL

S...READ LINE GROUP (K) OF

2 FREQUENCY DOMAIN DATA
FROM EACH CHANNEL

AND FORM 64 ELEMENT
CROSS ARRAYS

"" PERFORM A 64 POINT FFT ON
j ,EACH CROSS ARRAY

(FINAL STEP IN BEAMFORMING)

I WRITE THE COMPLEX
COEFFICIENTS TO IBM-
COMPATIBLE MAG TAPE

VECTOR MAGNITUDE (SQUARE)

•J .,UPDATE PLOT DATA TABLE

(SIMPLE OR EXPONENTIAL AVERAGING)

FINISHEDno

OOP K

D

TO SHEET 3

SFigure 4.2-1 (U) Spectral Analysis and Beamforming Flow Diagram Sheet 2 of 3
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FROM SHEET 2j

(4) Continued.D

AI
'1 TO SHEET 1

LOOP I

K(S) PERFORM INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM
TO COMPUTE BEAMI POWER

VS FREQUENCY FOR A STANDARD
SET OF LOOK ANGLESI
(FOR DATA IN MASTER

ACCUMULATION TABLE)

[OUiX E UTTIVLDAT

FORT

Figure 4.2-1 (U) Spectral Analysis and Beamforuiing Flow Diagram Sheet 3 of 3
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LI 4.3 (U) CALIBRATION OVERVIEW (U)

Automatic system self-calibration is provided using Fourier tech-
niques. In this mode, the output of a white noise generator is simul-
taneously entered into every channel. The channel outputs are then
simultaneously sampled and the resulting calculated normalized ampli-
tI rude and phase information are computed, printed out and internally
stored to be used in the correction phasor arrays during the beam-
forming analysis.

At-sea array monitoring will be accomplished in the same manner, ex-
cept that actual hydrophone inputs to the system will be used, with
long-term averaging employed to give reliable estimates of channel-

fto-channel variances.

Mathematically, the normalized channel-to-channel transfer functions
are defined as:

Normalized transfer function Fourier transform of ith channel
for the ith channel Fourier transform of reference

channel

or, equivalently,

Averaged cross power spectrum of ith and
e f o reference channelsSTransfer function Average power spectrum of reference channel

Since averaging gives a more reliable transfer function, the latter
technique is used. The averaging time and reference channel are
selectable on-line by the operator. A 32-point time-to-frequency
transform is used here, effectively dividing the frequency spectrum
into 16 segments for phase a~id amplitude correction purposes.

I~ An overview flow diagram of the calibration software is in Figure
4.3-1. First, operator enteced parameters are accepted. These param-
eters are summarized in Table! 4.3-I,

If the parameter ICALTP equals 3, the program simply stores all l's in
the calibration table on disc. This has the effect of forcing the
TAP-If system to assume all channels are identical, a choice that is
best if the calibration electronicn are inoperative.

When the choice for ICALTP is 1, a normal calibration analysis is
done. When ICALTP is 2, a noise analysis is performed to calculate
only relative channel amplitude, instead of a complete transfer func-
tion calculation.
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TABLE 4.3-1 (U) Calibration Variables Input by Operator

Variable
Name Range Function

1) ICALTP 1-3 1=Normal Calibration (write output tables to discI

2=Noise Analysis (inhibit disc output)
3=Force CAL Table to Unity

2) ITYP 1-3 Array Type (1=LF, 2=MF, 3-HF)

3) IR 1-64 Channel to be used as the reference in the AA and

Al calculations.
4) NA 1-128 Number of Averaging Intervals

"5) IW- 1-3 Type of Time Weighting Window (l=rectangular,
2=Hanning, 3=rectangular)

6) 101 0, 1 Type of Output
O=partial output (channel AAs and A~s are listed

at four frequencies)
l1full output (the information is printed out for

16 frequencies)

I
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Before beginning the analysis loops, a time weighting window is calcu-
lated (step 4 on the flow diagram). This is a 32-point data weighting
array containing either a rectangular or Hanning window function. The
input parameter IW determines which type.

- FTo start the analysis, data is collected simultaneously from all 64
hydrophone channels and stored on disc. The amount of data collected
depends on the number of averages, NA, requested by the operator.

¶1 Step 6 in the flow diagram is the beginning of the channel loop. The
Li64 channels are analyzed sequentially; for each channel an averaged

transfer function between that channel and the reference channel IR is
i' • computed.
Li_i The averaging starts in Step 7 where two 32-point summing tables are

cleared to zeros These tables are stored in data blocks 2 and 3 in the
120B array processor. Steps 8 through 15 form the averaging loop. In

i' .this loop, successive 32-point data blocks from both channel I and the
reference channel are read from disc, time weighted, and Fourier
transformed to the frequency domain. In the case of calibration
(IXALTP=I), both the reference channel auto power spectrum and the
transfer function are computed (steps 11 and 13). For a noise analysis

k (ICALTP=2), the auto power spectrums for both the reference channel
and the Ith channel are computed (steps 12 and 13). The averaging loop
ends with computed power spectrums summed to the accumulation tables
(step 14).

Steps 16, 17, 18, and 19 compute the final averaged transfer function,

and also the inverse of the transfer function which forms the correc-
tion array. The correction array data for each channel is thus sequen-
tially calculated and stored in memory. Step 21 completes the channel
loop, with the printing of the completed results. Two output options
are implemented. A partial output prints the transfer function in four
frequency cells only. The fuill output selection prints the results for
all 16 frequency calls.

If a noise analysis is being performed, steps 16, 17 and 20 are exe-
cuted. This computes the power spectrum only, for both the Ith and
reference channels.

To complete calibration, the computed correction array is stored away
on disc, to be used later in Beamforming. The output to disc is
skipped if a noise analysis is being performed.

The main calibration program, CAL, is described in detail later in
this section.

I
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CALIBRATION (~

(1) R, NA, IW, I01

(2) (3)

11 non
(4) Generate Time WeightingI

Window and store inB
Data Block 6j

TO SHEE-TI Sjcollect smlall ou dataj
ChanelsandStronDs

(6)I 1, 64

A

(7)Clear Data Blocks 2.& 3 TO SHEET
(Suuidng tables)3

2 To SlitET 2

Figure 4.3-1 (U) CalibraLion Overview Sheet I of 3
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4 () AP-120B SOFTWARE OVERVIEW (U)

The AP-120B, called the AP, is a high speed processor with an internal
structure which is well suited to array manipulations. All operations
are directed by programs resident in the 21MX computer. There are two
basic types of operations: transfer of data to and from the AP, and
operations within the AP. One operation from each of these two groups
can take place simultaneously. To accomplish these functions, includ-
ing the overlapping of operations, with the maximum degree of trans-
parency, a large part of the software is 21MX software. The sub-
routines within the 21MX handle checking for last operation done,
transferring the AP program to the AP, starting the program, and

* manipulating the interface.

Most of the machine-manipulating subroutines are never called directly
. by the user program. The exceptions are APCLR, which initializes both

hardware and software, and several status checking subroutines. These
reside in several library files on the File Manager disc, and are
loaded automatically by FXL. The array manipulation subroutines, how-
ever, must undergo a linking process before they can be loaded by FXL.
This involves the Linker, APLINK, which is a program which resides in
the RTE (lower disc) system. APLINK produces a paper tape which is a
number of FORTRAN source statements. When this source code is compiled
by the HP Fortran IV compiler, the object code generated contains the
AP-i20B code plus the 21KX instructions necessary to transfer it to
the AP and start its execution. The file #APLIB contains the linked
object code for all of the array manipulation subroutines used by the
TAP II system. The remainder of the (unlinked) AP programs exist on a
magnetic tape labeled APLIB in the form used by APLINK.

All of the AP support programs except the Linker reside in absolute
form on a separate disc labeled AP-120B SUPPORT SOFTWARE, along with

. an executive, called APE. This executive is similar to the TAP II
Executive, YOOO, in that it offers the operator a choice of programs
and reads in a coreload specified by the opeator. The programs on this
disc are the diagnostics (APTST, APPATH, APARIHl, and FIFF1T), the AP
s source code assembler (APAL), the AP Simulator (APSIM), and the AP
software Debug program (IIWDBUG).

UNCLASSIFiED
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4.5 (U) PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND FLOW DIAGRAMS (U)

This section contain3 descriptions and detailed flow diagrams of the
application routines and subroutines used in the TAP II software.
These programs are listed below.

Para. Symbol Program Name

4.5.1 BFORM Beamforming and Spectral Anaiysis Program
4.5.2 CAL Calibration Program
4.5.3 YOOOO Tap II E.:ecutive Program
4.5.4 Y0002 Data Collection Program
4.5.5 Y0003 Data Collection Program (High Speed)
4.5.6 Y0004 High Speed Data Reformatting Program
4.5.7 Y0006 Steer Angle Interpolation Subroutine
4.5.8 DISC, IDISC, DWAIT Disc Read/Write Subroutine
4.5.9 TIME Tape II Time Input
4.5.10 INPT, INPTF Typewriter Input and Limit Check
4.5.11 TYPI, TYPF, TYPA Direct Typewriter Input Routine
4.5.12 PEDIT Parameter Edit Subroutine
4.5.13 CLOAD Core Load Subroutine
4.5.14 TAT Track Allocation Table

* 4.5.15 PUT Convert Line Group Data Subroutine
4.5.16 AXIS Draw Axis Subroutine
4.5.17 PLOT Plot Points Subroutine
4.5.18 LGPRI Print Table Subroutine
4.5,19 LGPLT Plot Line Group Subroutine

* NOTE: Program descriptions are in BR standard format.
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PROGRAM: (C) BEAMFORIING AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS, BFORM 4.5.1

S1. (C) FUNCTION. The Beamforming and Spectral Analysis program uses
FIT techniques to resolve output from a towed hydrophone array into
both frequency and spatial domains. Normalized, corrected, and

as Iunskewed data in the form of polar log amplitudes are obtained.

IJ 2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. N/A.

1 j 3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. BFORM is called by the Executive; and re-
called by Data Collection Program. The Executive calls program CAL,
then Editor is used to enter options and parameters. The BFORM program
is selected as an option by striking the B key and carriage return.

- 4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. Operator-entered options and parameters
are entered in the Editor main program. Data from the collection pro-
gram are obtained from the disc, as is the common area containing the
selection parameters. Output options are entered in a similar manner3 in the BFORM Program.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. Partial or full printouts, isometric
hidden-line plots for one or two selected live-groups, and outputIn aLrices stored on disc are output in response to operator-selected
options.

I 6. (U) FILES USED. Files and their record sizes are: ABUF (4096),
BBUF (64), INBUF (8704), IOBUF (4096), ICOM (128).

7. (U) ERRORS. Operator selections (in the Editor) are range-checked
and re-accepted if inconsistent.

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A.

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. BFORM is a highly complex programwhich makes heavy use of the AP-120B array processor calls, and uses

several BR application programs and a few Tektronix plot routines,
with over 600 lines of FORTRAN. Refer to the detailed flow diagram,
Figure 4.5.1-1 for an understanding of the processing. Data from the
coreload are multiplied by the elements of the correction array shad-

' i ing table; the appropriate time-weighted window is used, and the re-
sults combined with previous data until the specified number of tables
have been averaged, scaled and fixed and the results stored on disc.
Real FFT processing is used to obtain frequency line group resolution,

Ii and complex FFT produces the spatial beamforming. A variety of options
may be used to select print, plot, and store the data.

The subroutines called by BFORM are itemized in Table 4.5.1-1.

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE 4.5.1-1 (U) SUBROUTINES CALLED BY BFORM (CORELOAD 1) (U)

APCLR A Clear AP-120B hardware status (must preceed all other calls to 120)
APGET A Transfer data to HP computer from AP-120B
APPUT A Transfer data from HP computer to AP-120-B
APWAI A Wait for completion of AP-120B execution, then proceed
APWD A Wait for completion of data transfer to or from AP-120B, then proceed
APWR A Wait for completion of program execution by AP-120B, then proceed
AXIS B Draws tick-marks and labels three axis for isometric plot
CFFT A Complex fast Fourier transform
CHOUT T Output a character or control code to CRT display
CLOAD B Read in specified coreload from disc and run
CVMAG A Complex vector magnitude (square)
CVMUL A Complex vector multiply
DISC B Read from, or write to, disc the vector specified
DWAIT B Wait for completion of last disc call before proceeding
D750 0 Wait 750 msec. (used following CRT screen erase command)
ENDIO B Used just before end of program for updating common disc files
IDISC E Initialize parameters for disc access (used at beginning of program)
TXNPT B Input an integer within specified limits, test against limits
INPTF 9 Input a floating number or leave same. Test input against limits
LGPLT B Line group plot subroutine
LPHDR B Prints header data for LGPRI Routine
LPPRI B Prints out frequency/azimuth table in 12 pages, or a partial print
PLOT B Plot one line of data points in isometric hidden-line family
PUT B Gets line group data, converts to log magnitude, stores on disc
RFFT A Fast Fourier transform (real)
TIME B Read current time of day and store hours, minutes and seconds
TPLOT T Plot one line segment or move cursor to designated location
TYPI B Input a string of integer values, check against limits
VADD A Vector add
VFIX A Vector fix
VFLT A Vector float
VLOG A Vector logarithm (base 10)
VMAX A Vector maximum (of two vectors)
VMOV A Vector move
VMUL A Vector multiply
VSCSC A Vector scan and scale (fix)
VSMUL A Vector-scalar multiply
VCLR A Vector clear

A AP-120B FORTRAN-callable routine - see Math Library Manual (7288-02)
B Bunker Ramo application routine
T TEKTRONIX Plot Package Subroutine
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PROGRAM: (U) CALIBRATION, CAL 4.5.2.

1. (U) FUNCTION. The Calibration Program performs automatic system
self-calibration. A common signal is injected simultaneously into all
channels and Fourier techniques are used to compute normalized
channel-to-channel gain and phase response variances.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. NhA.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. The CAL Program is call-d by the Executive
main program. When the operator selects the option, C, and enters a
carriage return, CAL will be loaded and executed.

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. Specifications and options are queued,
previous entries may be retained by carriage-return, and entered
values are range-checked. Data obtained by the Cllection program is
retrieved from the disc from preassigned locations.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. Partial or full printout of the nor-
malized amplitude and phase and the reference channel data. The cor-
rection array is stored on disc.

6. (U) FILES USED. File names and sizes are: ACOR (2048), ICOM
(128), IBLKI (128), IBLK2 (1281, IBLK3 (64), AWIN (32), BWIN (32),
CWIN (32). These are arrays in the main memory. ACOR and ICON are also
on disc.

I• 7. (U) ERRORS. Operator input selections are range-checked. An error
will be indicated if the entry is outside the specified range.

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A.

* 9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Thia is a moderately complex pro
gram uhich utilizes the AP-120B array processor. For detailed descrip-
"tion of the process, study of the flow diagram, Figure 4.5.2-1, is
recommended. The data collection program is loaded to collect data
from the 64 channels, then a 32 point FFT is performed on the weighted
data (window weighting may be a rectangnlar or Ilanning). The normal-
ized amplitude in Band phase with respect to a selected reference
channel is printed. Th2 correction array is the complex reciprocal of
the rectangular representation o' the unnormalized unskewed DFT analy-
*is coefficients; it is saved on a disc for use by the Beamforming and
Analysis program. Time of day is read from the system clock and saved
on disc at the beginning of the hrogram.

Subroutines used by CAL are listed in Table 4.5.2-.
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TABLE 4.5.2-1 (U) SUBROUTINES CALLED BY CAL (CORELOAD 5) (U)

1APCLR A Clear AP-120B hardware status (must preceed all other calls to 120)
APGET A Transfer data to HP computer from AP-120B
APPUT A Transfer data from HP computer to AP-120B

d APWAI A Wait for completion of AP-120B execution, then proceed
APWD A Wait for completion of data transfer to or from AP-12OB, then proceod
APWR A Wait for completion of program execution by AP-120B, then proceed
CCLHDR B Header for Calibration Program print-out
CLOAD B Read in specified coreload from disc and run
CVMUL A Complex vector multiply
CVRCI A Complex vector reciprocal
DISC B Read from, or write to, disc the vector specified
DWAIT B Wait for completion of last disc call before proceeding
D750 B Wait 750 msec. (used following CRT screen erase command)
ENDIO B Used just before end of program for updating common disc files
IDISC B Initialize parameters for disc access (used at beginning of program)

, INPT B Input an integer within specified limits, test against specifications
POLAR A Rectangular to polar conversion
RFFT A Fast Fourier transform (real)
TIME B Read current time of day and store hours, minutes and seconds
VADD A Ve(-.tor add
VCLR A Vector clear
VDIV A Vector divide
VFLT A Vector float
VLOG A Vector logarithm (base 10)
VMOV A Vector move
VMUL A Vector multiply
VSMUL A Vector-scalar multiply

/ I
U A AP-120B FORTRAN Callable Routine - see Math Library Manual (7288-02)

i B Bunker Ramo Application Routine

IAH

II

ii
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JPROGRAM: (U) TAP II EXECUTIVE, YO000 4.5.3

1. (U) FUNCTION. YO000 lists the operator options, inputs a single
character command from the operator, and transfers control to the
indicated coreload or subroutine.

* 2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. None

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. N/A

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS. N/A

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. YO000 sets IRET (a first time indica-
tor on the disc common track) to zero.

6. (U) FILES USED. Sector 0 of the disc common track is reid and
modified as described above.

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. See general system operating
instru:tions.

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Figure 4.5.3-1. YOCOO is entered
directly from the bootstrap procedure. The program reads the disc com-
mon track (sector 0), clears IRET as an iidication to programs called
that they are being entered from the Executive, and writes the modi-
fied data back on the disc. The operator options are prirted. The
operator's response determines whett-er to read in another core load or

transfer control to a subroutine located within the Executive core-
i'• iload. Coreloads accessed by YOOOO are I (beamfcrming) and 5 (calibra-

tion). Subroutines within the carrent coveload are PEDIT (parameter
editing) and DSDAT (display stored data).

I
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PROGRAM: (U) DATA COLLECTION, Y0002 4.5.4

1. (U) FUNCTION. Y0002 collects, demultiplexes, and stores the Dligi-
tal Controller data on the disc.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. The maximum sample rate is approximately 149 Hz
and is. limited by the disc access time. This is equivalent to a data
rate (incl.:ding header words) of 9834 Hz.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. N/A

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. See Figure 4.5.4-1 for description of
Digital Controller input and method. The interface is always used in

the no header mode.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. All output is to the disc. See Figure
4.5.4-2 for format.

6. (U) FILES USED. The ICOHO track (sector 0) is used for number of
samples (NSAHP) starting track of the next core load (IRCYL), and data
decimation count (IDEC(ITYP)). Error codes are output to the display.
See Table 2.7-1 Error Halts.

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. See general system operation

instructiond.

r 9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Processing steps are keyed to the

flowchart, Figure 4.5.4-3.

(1) The common track is read to obtain number of samples and the
return program's starting cylinder. The number of samples is converted
to the number of 128-word blocks (one sector), the two's complement of
which is stored in BCTR. BLK, the number of the current block, is ini-
"tialized to zero. BLK will. be used to compute storage location for the
disc.

(2) The control words for the interface and DKA are formed, so that
there will be no time consumed in their computation at the start of
each new DMA transfer. Part of the interface control word is the deci-
mation count, which is taken from the comon data read from the disc.
There are three decimation counts, and the proper one must be uued de-
pending upon whether ITYP (also from the common track) is a 1, 2, or
3. Other control bits are the start bit (5) and the eliminate header
vord bit (4). The header is not input to allow two additional word
time@ betweeit DKA transfers to switch buffers and set up DIA for the
4et transfer.

,U CLASSIFIED
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2216 major frame sync word

time 4 bit BCD code: minutes, 10 seconds, seconds

channel I

channel 2

channel 3
64 12-bit 2's complement samples

(bits 15-12 are tied to bit 11)

channel 64

22.7 minor frame sync word

time 4 bit BCD code: 10 hours, hours, 10 minutes

channel 1

channel 2

channel 3

channel 64

2217 minor frame sync word

status front panel status switches

channel I
cihannel 2-I hannel 3

channel 64

2216 major frame sync word
etc.

Control bits to interface:

bits 3-0 specify no. of minor frames
to skip (decimation)

bit 4, when set true starts input at
first word of major frame

bit 5, when set true suppresses header
words (2 per minor frame)

Figure 4.5.4-1 (U) Digital Controller Input Format
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sector sector
47 0

S• / //• • blank

;J4 3 (start)

SI ~blank\

•~etc.\

sector

12

Il sector
24

NOTES: I. The numbers within the circles represent
channel numbers.

2. One circle represents one complete disc

rotation. Sector 24 lies directly over
sector 0 (different head but no head

i lrepositioning).

Figure 4.5.4-2 (U) Low Speed Disc Data Format (Time Domain Format)
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(3) It has been found that after core loading, there is an unproc-
essed DMA interrupt request which will cause trouble the first time
interrupts are enabled. Processing at (3) takes care of this by stor-
ing a NOP at location 6 (the DMA 6 trap cell), enabling interrupts,
waiting a few microseconds, then disabling interrupts again. During
this time, the interrupt will occur and be processed (by the NOP). The
input buffer pointers are switched to set them up properly for the
initial transfer. A JSB BFIT through a base page link is set up in the
DMA 6 trap cell (location 6) so that control will be transferred to
location BFIT at the completion of an input DMA transfer. It was
necessary to make zhe link instruction (the JSB) a separate program
module so that it will reference BFIT through a base page link. An
undesirable feature of using the cross loader is that sometimes it
generates current page links for external references. It is therefore
essential that the link instruction (program module LINK6) be forced
to be loaded in a different page than the main program, so that a base
page link is generated by the loader. No interrupt should be created
by the interface, so a HLT 30 is stored in its trap cell to stop the
program if this occurs.

(4) The date input is started. BFIN, the subroutine which does
this, returns control as soon as the DMA transfer is initiated.

(5) A delay of 13 seconds is started. If the end of this delay is
reached, the input data was not received in the time required at the
lowest sample rate, and this is an error. Normally, an interrupt will
occur which will transfer control to BFIT as discussed earlier. BFIT
will return control to the "done" exit of BFIN, which will transfer

control to location BFWUN, at (6).

ii (6) The input buffer pointers are switched. BCTR is incremented and

if not zero, BFIN is called again to start the next 8192 words of in-
put. If BCTR is zero, BFULT is called to stop input. in either case,
remembering that BFIN returns control immediately, interrupts are
turned off and demultiplexing (formatting) begins.

(7) Formatting, beginning at (7), places 128 vords of each channel
on the disc at different locations. 128 words was chosen because it is
one disc sector and the smallest amount of data which can be written.
128 words each of 64 channels is 8192 words, which is the number of
words in the input buffer, and the reason for that number being
chosen.

(8) Two channels (sectors) are written per track, on alternate
tracks, so that the time for writing all 64 channels (rotational delay
plus head movement delay) will be less than the time required for the
next 8192 words to be read in. The disc format was also chosen so that
contiguous blocks of any given channel would be as long as possible
(12 sectors) within the constraints of storage tise.
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LI (9) After all 128 words of any given channel are picked out of the
input buffer and stored in the output buffer, the track and sector
corresponding to that channel (F!TB) and block (sequence number : BLK)
are computed. The track which is computed has a base of 0, whereas the
actual disc cylinder which will be used has a base of FTUD+IDATO, pa-
rameters which are set up in the track allocation table (program mod-
ule TAT) prior to load time. Therefore, these two numbers are added

.V in. The 128 words are written onto the appropriate sector by calling
WDISC.

(10) The channel number (FMTB) and counter (FBCTR) are incremented.
If the latter is not zero, all 64 channels have not been done, so con-
trol is returned to (8) to continue. Otherwise, block (BLK) is incre-
mented (because storage will be on the next sector the next time). A
check is made on whether the input DMA completion interrupt is waiting
(by checking for flag set). If it is, the formatting and writing proc-
eas took too long and consequently sync has been lost, so an error
exit is taken. Otherwise, interrupts are turned on. BCTR is checked.
If non-zero, control is transferred back to (5) to wait for input com-
pletion. If BCTR is zero, all requested data has been collected and
the interface has already been turued off. The beamforming program
core load is read back in.

(11) Subroutine WDISC writes data as a sequencial access file on
the disc. It assumes that TRAK, SECT, and HEADB are set to specify the
starting location on the disc. HEADB will always show the lower head
for the disc in use; SECT varies from 0-47 to cover both surfaces.
WDISC sets the core address and count into WPTR and WCTR from the
calling parameters. At WDISI is computes AA, the number of words to be
written on the current track. This will be the minimum of WCTR or the
number of words remaining on the track. WRITD is called and will
write AA words starting at TRAK and SECT. Next, SECT is updated.
Since all write requests must be a multiple of 128 words (one sector),
all that is r-quired is to add AA/I128 to SECT. If AA/128 is not an in-
S,-kger, an error path is taken. If the result is 48, SECT is reset to
ztico and TRAK is incremented by one. SECT+AA/128 will not be greaterF than 48 because AA vas chosen tc write only to the end of the current
track. If TRAK is updated, it is compared to 202. If greater, storage
has been exceeded and an error exit is taken. At WDIS2, WPTR and WCTR
*re updated by the number of words written, AA. If WCTR is non-zero,
all data has not been written and control is transferred to WDISI to
update AA and writs additional data. This coitinues until VCTR is zero
and then control is returned to the caller. Upon return, TRAK, SECT,
and HiEADB are properly set to contince uriting fros the poiat at which
writing was discontinued. Program Y0002 does not use WDISC in the se-
quential access mode, but instead sez.s TRAK and SECT each time before
calling WDISC.
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(12) WRITD, called by WDISC, first converts SECT (range 0-47) and

HEADB to HDSEC, the control word for head and sector which uses sector
in the range 0-23. The conversion consists of using head and sector as
is, if sector is less than 24, and if otherwise, head plus one and
sector less 24. This is then shifted into the bit positions used by
the disc controller. DMA is set up to write AA words starting at the
location in WPTR. The remainder of the disc processing is as specified
in the disc interface manual except that DMA 7 is used. DMA 7 is used
because DMA 6 is in use for input during disc output. If status fol-
lowing the write is bad, an error path is taken.

(13) Subrot-tine BFIN starts Digital Controller input. DMA 6 is
* initialized for input of the number of words given in the calling

sequence, the interface is enabled, DMA is started, and the Digital
Controller is started by outputting a control word containing bit 5
equal to 1. This order of events is important, as othe wise the input

does not dependably start with channel 1. Other bits contained in the
control word are bit 4 to disable the header, and bits 3-0 which spe-
cify the decimation. This control word was set up by the calling pro-
gram in location BCW. Once input is started, control is returned to
the caller. One of the calling parameters is the location to which
control is to be transferred when input is complete. The immediate

* return to the caller is what allows the double buffering of input. As
- there are only about 101 microseconds between input words at the maxi-

mum data rate, and it is essential not to miss any, it would otherwise
not be possible to do the formatting and output between BFIN calls. As
it is, there is just enough time after a completion interrupt to start
the next input request before the next word arrives.

The maximum data rate for this program is approximately 9834 Hz, which
corresponds to a sample rate of 149 Hz. The limiting factor on speed
in this program is the time required for disc access. The formatting
time is brief enough to allow two channels to be written in every disc
rotation.
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PROGRAM: (U) DATA-COLLECTION PROGRAM (HIGH SPEED), Y0003 4.5.5

1. (U) FUNCTION. Y0003 collects and stores the Digital Controller
data on the disc.

2. (U) CONTRAINTS. The maximum sample rate is approximately 1000 Hz
and is limited by input transfer DMA step time. This is equivalent to
a data rate (including header words) of 66 kHz.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. N/A

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. See Figure 4.5.4-1 (Y0002) for descrip-
tion of Digital Controller input and method. fhe interface is always
used in the no-header mode.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. All output is to the disc. Output data
is not demultiplexed and demultiplexing must be done by program Y0004.
Output is a continuoue sequence of samples of channels 1-64, occupying
each track completely, to a maximum of 42-2/3 tracks for 4096 samples.
Each sector starts at channel I with two groups of 64 channels per
S128-word sector.

6. (U) FILES USED. The ICOW0 track (sector 0) is used for number of
samples (NSAMP) and data decimation count (IDEC(ITYP)).

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. See general system operating
if instructions.

9,, (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING, Figure 4.5.5-1. Processing is gen-
erally the same as Y0002 with the following exceptions. DMA and in-
terface control words are set up during initialization (once only)
because the limiting factor is the processing time from occurrence of
a DMA interrupt to the starting of the next transfer. For the same
reason, DMA control word 1 is output to DMA only once, as it remains
unchanged, in the control word I register. Every possible unnecessary
instruction in the critical timing area has been removed or moved to
another area of the program to maximize speed. For this reason, BPIT
(the completion interrupt processor) flows directly into the DMA setup
code (without a jump instruction), the switching of input buffers is
done after input is started, and changeable DMA control words are set
up for next time after input is started. Because disc access time is
the limiting factor in program Y0002,no demultiplexing is done in
Y0003. Instead, data is written on the disc in the order received, a
full track at a time. Data is Ptored in the ITHPO tracks. When data
collection is complete, coreload 4 (program Y0004) is read in to do
the demultiplexing.
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PROGRAM: (U) HIGH SPrED DATA REFORMATTING, Y0004 4.5.6

1. (U) FUNCTION. Y0004 reads the data collected by program Y0003 (in
ITmPO tracks) and reformats it to be identical to the data collected
by YO•O (in IDATO tracks)

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. None

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. N/A

4. (U') DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. See program YGO03 output description

for description of input.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. See Figure 4.5.4-2 (YO002) for
description of output.

6. (U) FILES USED. The ICOMO track (section 0) is used for number of

samples (NSAMP), and starting track of the next core load (IRCYL).

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. See general system operating
instructions.

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING Figure 4.5.6-1. Processing is simi-
lar to program Y0002 except that the calls to BFIN (digital controller
input) are replaced with calls to RDISC, which provides u'quential ac-
cess capabilities, and there is no overlap of input and output. Refor-
matting is the same except that 256 words at a time are demultiplexed

to reduce processing time by half. Writing is done by calling DISC.
When proceasing is complete, control is returned to the coreload whose
startinq cylinder is in IRCYL.
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PROGRAM: (U) STEER ANGLE INTERPOLATION, Y0006 4.5.7

1. (U) FUNCTION. The beam data produced by the beam forming program
BFORM is at steer angles which vary according to sample rate. Y0006
produces data at standard steer angles by interpolation.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. None

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. N/A

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. See Files Used.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. See Files Used.

S* 6. (U) FILES USED. The Minor Accumulator Table (the IMITO tracks) is

used and modified. The ICOMO track (sector 0) is used.

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. None

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Refer to the flowchart, Figure
4.5.7-1. The program first computes a table of 1000 angles whose

sines are evenly spaced over 90 degrees. The data is next interpolated

t.- 64 standard steer angles using this table of arcsines and using the
AP-120B to re-order the data so that the final data is continuous from
directly aft (-900) to directly forward (+900). The interpolation com-
putations are performed in the 21MX computer. After each half-group is
interpolated, the data is written back on the disc in the original
position, but representing different steer angles. After all groups
have been processed (as determined from NGRPS in the common track) the
coreload specified by IRCYL (set by the calling coreload) is read back
in.

N,1
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SUBROUTINE: (U) DISC READ/WRITE, DISC 4.5.8

1. (U) FUNCTION. DISC provides general disc read/write capabilities4 with an immediate return to the operator. This allows interleaving
with other operations.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. TYISC must be called before first time DISC iscalled. DW&IT must be called whenever completion of last transfer mustbe verified. Number of words must be a multiple of 128 and must not

cross the track boundary.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE.

CALL IDISC

Initialize disc. Must precede first DISC call.

CALL DISC (INFUNCT, IBUFR,ILENG,ITRAK,ISECT, [IGO1 )

where IFUNCT is I for read, 2 for write
IBUFR is buffer cddress
ILENG is number of words (multiple of 128)
ITRAK is track number, offset by FTUD (see TAT)
ISECT is sector number (0-47)
IGO (optional) track to move to when transfer complete

CALL DWAIT

Wait for transfer to complete. Does not wait for subsequent
' "head movement (see IGO, above).

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. N/A

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. N/A

6. (U) FILES USED. None

U 7. (U) ERRORS. None

* . 8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. DISC first checks that the head
busy flag (BUSYH) is clear. If BUSYII is set, BUSYH will also be set.
If BUSYH is set, the program will wait until it becomes zero. This
will happen when the last operation is completed. For this reason,
interrupts must not be disabled before entry to DISC. Once clear, all

* calling parameters, including return address, are saved. The actual
parameters, as opposed to the addresses of parameters, must be saved

j because the caller may change what is stored in those locations before
DISC gets around to picking them up. The buffer address is a special

UNCLASSIFIED
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case; it may be referenced indirectly. If the indirect bit is set,
that bit must be stripped off and the true address loaded from the re-
suit. The result is different from loading directly from the parameter
in the calling sequence. Subsequent processing steps are keyed to the
flowchart, Figure 4.5.8-1.

(1) The number of arguments is checked. If five, IGO is set to -1
to indicate that no final head movement is desired. If six, IGO is set
to the actual parameter, which is the final head destination. All of
the parameter saving processing is abnormal because DISC may be
re-entered before execution is finished.

(2) Both busy flags (BUSYH and BUSYT) are set to 1. CONT is called
to save the address to go to when an interrupt occurs. An interrupt is
then simulated. This seemingly useless step is done so that things
will be set up right to return to the caller when DISC starts to wait
for the next interrupt. The RETURN at (3) will not be executed until
that time.

(4) Instead, control passes to label STRTD as a result of the sim-
ulated interrupt. Here all of the normal disc get-ready is done: un-
bias the track by adding FTUD (see program TAT), convert sector to the
head and sector control word, seek to that location, and set up DMA 6
for input or output (as appropriate). DMA 6 was chosen so that disc
transfers would have higher priority than AP-120B transfers, which
otherwise might interfere with the critical disc timing.

"(5) The order of the next few operations is dependent upon whether
the operation is read or write, but the result is the initiation of
the operation. All of the disc processing is exactly as specified in
the moving head disc interface manual.

I j(6) The address to go to when an interrupt occurs (7) is saved.
Registers are restored, interrupts are enabled, and control is re-
turned to the point of interruption. This will not be (3), the place
where DISC was called, because an interrupt was processed in the seek
sequence.

When the transfer is complete, an interrupt will occur, which will
cause control to go to (8), as with all interrupts. Here, interrupts
will be disabled, registers will be saved, and control will go to (7).

(7) The transfer has been completed, so BUSYT is cleared. IGO is
checked. If negative, a final head move was not call.ed for and control
goes to (8). Otherwise, the track is unbiased and a seek to the new
track is done. This involves another retura to the interrupted program
while waiting for the interrupt. When the interrupt occurs, after
saving registers, etc., control gaes to (8).

UNCLASSIFIED
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LI (8) The BUSYR is reset, registers are restored, interrupts are en-
abled, and control is returned to the point of interruption. This is
the end of the processing. It should be noted that control was passed
back to the place where DISC was called several milliseconds ago.

Subroutine IDISC sets up the interrupt link in the DMA 6 trap cell and
resets the two busy flags. A separate subroutine is provided so that
the program may be restarted even if stopped during a disc transfer.

Subroutine DWAIT waits until BUSYT becomes zero before returning to
the caller. As it is used merely to see if the data is fully trant-
ferred, there is no need to wait for BUSYH to go to zero.

" I A

'I

Li
11

'.-

LI
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SUBROUTINE: (U) TAP II TIME INPUT, TIME 4.5.9

1. (U) FUNCTION. TIME inputs the time code generator time through
the digital controller and converts time to binary hours, minutes, and
seconds.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. The data rate must not exceed 60 kHz or data
"will be lost due to loss of synchronization.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE.

CALL TIME (ITIM)

where ITIM is dimensioned (3) and contains three words which are
-I j hours, minutes, and seconds, respectively.

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. See Figure 4.5.4-1 (YO002) for descrip-
tion of digital controller data format.

5. (U) DESCRIMION OF OUTPUT. Output is binary hours, minutes, and

feconds in three wordc.

6. (U) FILES USED. None

7. (U) IRRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Figure 4.5.9-1. TIME sets up the
interface as though it was going to input channel data, but without

DMA. It then counts flags until the time words come along and stores
them in temporary storage. When the second time word has been input,
the interfAce is reset and the BCD tiae fields are isolated, converted
to binary, and stored in the caller's buffer.

UNCLASSIFIED
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SUBROUTINES: (U) TYPEWRITER INPUT AND LIMIT-CHECKING, 4.5.10
INPT, INPTF

1. (U) FUNCTION. These ýsubroutines input a single number from the
operator and check it against limits. If a carriage return only is
entered, the original value is unchanged.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. The value 12345 has a reserved meaning; if
entered, coreload 0 is immediately read in.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE.

CALL INPT (IVA.LUE,MN,MAX)
CALL INPTF (VALUEAMIN,AMAX)

4, (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. 0-19 keyboard characters: 0-9, +, -,

(INPTF only), are input to specify a number representable by an inte-
ger or real number, as applicable.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. IVALUE or VALUE is unchanged if carri-
age return only or an error value is entered, or is replaced by the
operator value if a legal value is entered.

b. %U) iILES USED. None

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. INPT, Figure 4.5.10-1, and INPTF,
Figure 4.5.10-2, are identical except that INPT operates on integers
and calls TYPI, and INPTF operates on real numbers and calls TYPF. If
12345 is entered, coreload 0 is read in without returning to the call-
ing program, the user is referred to the flowchart for details of pro-
gram flow.

I
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SUBROUTINES: (U) DIRECT TYPEWRITER INPUT, TYPI, TYPF, TYPA 4.5.11

1. (U) FUNCTION. TYPI, TYPF, and TYPA Subroutines perform keyboard

input of integer and real strings and single ASCII characters, respec-
tively. These subroutines bypass IOC and its requirement for linefeed
to be pressed and its lack of error checking. They also permit null

*i entries.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. A maximum of 20 characters may be entered. No

Scheck is made for multiple + or - or . signs or values greater than

can be held in 16 bits, all of which are error conditions.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE.

CALL TYPI (IVAL,IFLG)

IVAL is the location where the entered value is stored

IFLG is the location where the error flag is stored

CALL TYPF (VAL,IFLG)

VAL is the location where the entered real value is stored

IFLG is the location where the error flag is stored

CALL TYPA (IVAL, IFLG)

IVAL ia the location wihere the ASCII character is stored

J IFLG is the location where the error flag is sLored

IFLG is set negative for error, zero for no input, and positive for

good input.

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. Input is an ASCII string entered

through the keyboard, followed by a carriage return. A DEL character
S L deletes the entire line. A carriage return alone causes a return with

IFLG set to zero.

I I 5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. Output is the value entered in integerj jformat (for TYPI), in real format (for TYPF), or the single ASCII
character (for TYPA).

6. (U) FILES USED. None

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

ij UNCLASSIFIED
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9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. TYPI, TYPF, and TYPA use their own

I/0 routines. To keep from interrupting BCS output, ENDIO is called at

the beginning of each. The Formatter is called to convert the integer

character string to binary in its internal conversion mode. However,

it this mode there in no capability for supplying a character count.

To overcome this shortcoming, a space is stored following the last

character, as a delimiter. All other program details are shown in the

flow chart, Figure 4.5.11-1, and the user is directed there for fur-

ther information.

"CSI
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SUBROUTINE: (U) PARA)MTER EDIT, PEDIT 4.5.12

1. (U) FUNCTION. PEDIT modifies certain infrequently changed varia-
bles on the disc common track.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. None

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Called by YOOOO.

CALL PEDIT

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. See general system operating

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. See Table 4.1-1, Disk Common
Assignments.

6. (U) FILES USED. The common data track (ICOMO) is read and

7. (U) ERRORS. None

8. (U) CO0PUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. See general system operating
instructions.

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Figure 4.5.12-1. PEDIT first reads
sector 0 of the disc common track. For information on the modifica-
tions made to this data, the user is referred to the flowchart. The
modified data is only written back on the disc at the request of the
operator, immediately before returning control to the TAP II

E 

t
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SUBROUTINE: (U) CORE LOAD, CLOAD 4.5.13

1. (U) FUNCTION. CLOAD loads all of core (locations 2-77577) from
six censecutive disc tracks specified in the calling sequence, and
transfers control to a location in the new core load specified in the
calling sequence.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. NIBBL must be in core in locations 77600-77677.
NIBBL must be the unmodified HP version, since it is modified by
CLOAD. The transfer address must be in base page.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE.

CALL CLOAD (ICYL, IXFER)

where ICYL is the starting cylinder number of the desired coreload
IXFER is the transfer address in the new coreload.

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. Unknown

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. None

6. (U) FILES USED. N/A

7. (U) ERRORS. A non-recoverable error will occur if a disc transfer

error or a disc status error occurs.

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. CLOAD uses NIBBL, the Disc Rasic
Binary Loader which reads or writes an entire coreload. However, NIBBL
is a manuallly operated program and normally halts upon completion
rather than returning to a calling program. Also, since all of core up
to NIBBL will be overlaid by the new coreload, it would be impossible
to return control to CLOAD. Therefore, CLOAD modifies NIBBL to return
to an address specified in the CLOAD calling sequence. Processing,
Figure 4.5.13-1, is as follows: CLOAD turns off interrupts, combines

-. ..... the transfer address in the calling sequence with a JMP instruction,
and stores this in NIBBL where the completion halt usually is. The
cylinder number is obtained from the calling sequence and placed in
the B register, and NIBBL is entered, with AwO. NIBBL wi0l read the
desired coreload and transfer control to the specified address.

UNCLASSIEHO
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TABLE: (U) TRACK ALLOCATION TABLE, TAT 4.5.14

1. (U) FUNCTION. TAT is a non-executable program unit which provides
disc track assignment information to various programs.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. None

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Used by Y0002, Y0003, Y0004, DISC.

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. N/A

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. N/A

6. (U) FILES USED. N/A

7. (U) ERRORS. N/A

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. TAT has the following entry points.

Referencing them as externals provides the required information to the
other program.

1) FTUD - first track upper disc

2) ITMPO - first track high speed data (relative to FTUD)

3) IDATO - first tract low speed data (relative to FTUD)

4) ICOMO - first track common data (relative to FTUD)

UNCLASSIFIED
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#I SUBROUTINE: (U) CONVERT LINE GROUP DATA (PUT) 4.5. 15

1. (U) FUNCTION. PUT subroutine gets data from line group IGP,

converts it to Log Magnitude in the 120B and returns a pointer to the
position in the table in which IGP was found.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. The AP-120B must be or, and initialized. Data
must be accessible on disc.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Called by LGPLT:

CALL PUT (IGP, II, ITRO, ILOC)

(Group number list, index for list of group numbers, disc track
number, Location Tag: I = Lower, 2 = Upper 120B Memory).

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. A 4224-word record is input from disc.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. Log Magnitude scaled data is stored in
4224 locations in 120B core memory.

6. (U) FILES USED. The IGP File is on disc.

7. (U) ERRORS. An error is returned if no match for IGP is found.

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Flowchart, Figure 4.5.15-I. The PUT
subroutine searches the list of eight group numbers until a match is
found for IGP, with an error return if there is no match. The disc
track offset from ITRO is calculated and the desired group is moved
from disc to 120B core, lower memory if ILOCaI, upper memory if
ILOC-2. Data is converted to log magnitude. (The last number in the
group must be computed separately.) The index II is returned as a
calling parameter.

,S
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Ll SUBROUTINE: (U) DRAW AXIS, AXIS 4.5.16

1. (U) FUNCTION. Subroutine AXIS draws X, Y and Z axes with tick
marks and prints labels consistent with parameters which will control
the plotted data.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. Options and parameters must have been previously

stored in the comeon area.

* 3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Called by LGPLT:

CALL AXIS (MAXPLT, NPTS, IGI, IG2, NP)

The parameters are: maximum number of plots, number of points per
plot, Group I identification, Group 2 identification, No. of groups (1
or 2).

* 4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. Pre-stored values and control param-
eters are in the common area.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. The X, Y and Z axes, with tick marks
and label values, are displayed on the Tektronix 4010 Graphics CRT.

6. (U) FILES USED. ICON (128) in main memory and disc common area.

7. (U) ERRORS. Some selections of control parameters may cause over-
flow of CRT screen display area and consequent wrap-around. (Z-axis is
limited to prevent this effect.) IHI should not exceed 800 plot points
and the product of NPTS and INCRX should not exceed 1020 plot points.

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. See 7. above.

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Figure 4.5.16-1. Parameters are
initialized for either normal plot or for ORed 4 -point fast plot if
IIOR FLAS is set. The cursor is set to plot origin and the screen is
erased. For the X-axis, the interval between tick marks is calculated.
For each mark, the axis segment to the mark is drawn, then the mark is
drawn. The group identification is written below the X-axis (both are
written if NP - 2). For the Y-axis, the first tick mark is made and
labeled, then each 1/8 segment is drawn and a tick mark is drawn. The
even tick marks are labeled with the appropriate amplitude value in
db. The Z-axis is drawn frow the right end of the X-Pxis, the angle is
determined by common parameters or changed if the IXOR flag is set. A
tick mark is made for each plot line expected (MAXPLT), and every 10th
one labeled with 1, 2, 3, etc. The sixth label is suppressed for a
normal plot to prevent wraparound to the left side of the display. The
Z-axis is limited in X and Y to prevent overflow which could be caused

• by some parameters.
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SUBROUTINE: (U) DRAW A PLOT, PLOT 4.5.17

!:it 1. (U) FUNCTION. Subroutine PLOT draws a plot from a specified num-
ber of points. Plot origin is initialized in accordance with the plot
number, to produce an isometric family, taking into account hidden
points behind previous plots. Input parameters and data stored in a
common area are used. An optional fast version plots only the highest
value in each group of four points.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. Options, parameters and data vectors must be=.1 previously stored in common area.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Called by LGPLT:

ic*I PLOT (NPTs, NRPLT)

where NPTS - (number of points 4n vector Y to be plotted; NRPLT - plot
number.)

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. Amplitude data are stored in common
vector Y. Parameters and options are stored in a common area of main
memory.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. A plot of up to 256 points is die-
played ou the Tektronix 4010 CRT Graphic display.

6. (U) FILES USED.

ii:} ICCH (128) Disc and Main Memory
• •I ,:Y (256) Main Memory

i : IHIDEN (1024) Main Memory

7. (U) ERRORS. Program stops if plot number is less than 1. Program
S. returns without plotting if plot number is outside desired range.

(U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Figure 4.5.17-1. A flag (TIOR) in
common is checked to see if data points are to be O~ed io group.a of

four, and parameters are changed accordingly, if act. The location of
the current origin is calculated for isometric display. If I1WR is
set, the maximum of each group of four points is stored in successive
locations of Y. If this is the first plot (NRPLT-1), the hidden line
values are set to the Y-value of the origin. In a loop, the specified
number of points are plotted. Any point of lover amplitude than a
previous point with identical X-addreas is replaced by that
"hidden-line" value. If two or more successive points have identical
Y-values, a no-plot flag is set, and plotting is not done until the
last point with that value has been reached, thus re4ucian the time to
complete the plot.
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SUBROUTINE: (U) PRINT TABLE, LGPRI 4.5.18

1. (U) FUNCTION. Subroutine LGPRI is used to print the full
Frequency-Aimuth Table, in 12 pages, or a partial printout of four
pages, when specified.

2. (U) CO1TRAINTS. N/A

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Called by BFORM.

CAIL. LGPRI (IGP. ISEC)
(Group number, section of table containing data)

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. 64 x 128 number array from core.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. 12-page printout, containing 64 azi-
muth by 128 frequency line magnitude value. Each page has header data,
:including page number, date and time of collection.

6. (U) FILES USED. ABUF (4096) from main memory.

7. (U) ERRORS. N/A

8. (U) CCMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. Assure that line printer is

on-line and ready.

9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Subroutine LGPRI, Figure 4.5.18-2,
produces a full lizie group printout on 12 pages when ISEr is zero. A
non-zero for the table section tag indicate3 a partial printout, as a
result of sense switch 9 being down in the BFORM main program, which
allowed input of frequency for printout. ISEC, a value derived from
the selected frequency, is used to locate the data containing the
desired frequency and to cause a single group (four pages) to be
printed out. The layout of the 12 pages as shown in Figure 4.5.18-1.
The header on each page is generated by Subroutine LPHDR (IGP, NPAGE
NDIRi). The first, second and third 4-page sets contain columns for 64
directions ksteer angles), 16 to a page. The line groups, 0 through
.127, are listed on horizontal lines, 44 to each first and second set
of four pages, and -.0 on the third 4-page set. The data array ig put
into the 120B memory. The value -99.9 replaces all numbers lower than
that value. Three blo,.ks of up to 44 lineA by 64 directions are read
into an array, and each block is printed on four pages with 16 direc-
tions on each page. Header data are printed by subroutine LPHUK.
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SUBROUTINE: (U) GENERATE PLOT DISPLAY, LGPLT 4.5.19

1. (U) FUNCTION. Subroutine LGPLT is used to generate isometric
plots of one or two specified line groups on the Tektronix graphic
display CRT. Three axes are drawn and labeled, isometric plots are
drawn, and hidden-line points are marked.

2. (U) CONSTRAINTS. Data and control parameters must be previously
stored in common areas.

3. (U) CALLING SEQUENCE. Called by BFORM.

CALL LGPLT (IGI, IGI, NP)

(First Line Group Number, Second Line Group Number, Number of
Groups (1 or 2)).

4. (U) DESCRIPTION OF INPUT. The data to be plotted, control param-
eters, and header data are input from the common area buffers.

5. (U) DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT. The line group isometric plot is out-
put on the graphic CRT.

6. (U) FILES USED. ICOM (128) disc and main memory common areas.

7. (U) ERRORS. N/A

8. (U) COMPUTER OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS. N/A

• 1 9. (U) DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSING. Subroutine AXIS, 2igure 4.5.19-1,
is called to draw, tick-mark and label three axes. Subroutine PUT is
called to retrieve the data from disc and convert it to Log Magnitude
in the AP-120B. A header block is printed on the display. Data in the
AP-120B is sorted into the first frequency line of constant angle and
PLOT is called to draw a line. This process is repeated until 64 azi-
muth plots of amplitude vs. frequency have been drawn. The cursor is
moved just below the header area and the program waits for carriage
return (or any other keystroke) to return to the calling program.

P'.k
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5.0 REFERENCES

[J5.1 (U) APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

Following is a list of manufacturer's documents that describe the
software and operator interface to the special purpose TAP II system
peripheral equipment. These documents contain supplementary informa-
tion which is not duplicated in this manual.

•i [Floating Point Systems, Inc.

7259-02 Processor Handbook
S7288-02 AP-120B Math Library

FPS-7292 Software Development Package Manuals
FPS-7284-01 AP-120B Diagnostic Software Manual

Tektronix, Inc.

062-1428-01 PLOT-10/Mini Computer - 4010 Series Users Manual

U!j Li

SUILS IFE



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

875 NORTH RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 1425

ARLINGTON VA 22203-1995
IN REPLY REFER TO:

5510/1
Ser 321OA/011/06
31 Jan 06

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION LIST

Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5510.36

Encl: (1) List of DECLASSIFIED LRAPP Documents

1. In accordance with reference (a), a declassification review has been conducted on a
number of classified LRAPP documents.

2. The LRAPP documents listed in enclosure (1) have been downgraded to
UNCLASSIFIED and have been approved for public release. These documents should
be remarked as follows:

Classification changed to UNCLASSIFIED by authority of the Chief of Naval
Operations (N772) letter N772A/6U875630, 20 January 2006.

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution is
unlimited.

3. Questions may be directed to the undersigned on (703) 696-4619, DSN 426-4619.

BRIAN LINK
By direction



Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

DISTRIBUTION LIST:
NAVOCEANO (Code N 121LC - Jaime Ratliff)
NRL Washington (Code 5596.3 - Mary Templeman)
PEO LMW Det San Diego (PMS 181)
DTIC-OCQ (Larry Downing)
ARL, U of Texas
Blue Sea Corporation (Dr.Roy Gaul)
ONR 32B (CAPT Paul Stewart)
ONR 3210A (Dr. Ellen Livingston)
APL, U of Washington
APL, Johns Hopkins University
ARL, Penn State University
MPL of Scripps Institution of Oceanography
WHOI
NAVSEA
NAVAIR
NUWC
SAIC
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